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ASUSU Primary elections
extended until noon today
been on track with last year's
number of voters, but in
order to be fair both to stuPrimary elections for
dents and candidates. ASUSU
Associated Students of Utah
decided to extend primary
State University offices will
elections.
be extended until noon today
"We think this is the most
due to computer difficulties.
secure and accessible fashion
Winners of the race will
for students to be able to
be announced at 1 p.m. in
vote," Domichel said .
the International Lounge in
She said with the universithe Taggart Student Center.
ty using social security numaccording to Christina
bers as student identification,
Domichel. ASUSU public
security is a large-scale, unirelations vice president.
versity-wide problem.
The server that has been
However, as far as elecused for the voting site in
tions go, if students are conorder to make student identicerned about security there
fication numbers and person- are some precautions availal identification numbers
able to them.
(PIN) secure was overloaded
VMS passwords are easily
with transactions causing it
changed at webmail.usu.edu,
to fail periodically.
she said. and students can
This has made it difficult
change their password, vote,
for students to get a ballot.
then change it back .
according to Bob Bayn, manAlso, for future reference,
ager of academic services.
she said student identificaHowever, if
tion numbers
students got
,~o:-.-E may be changed
,.. · · ■
from the stutheir votes
dent's social
through, it
worked. And if it
WEDNESDAY
AND security number
to a nine-digit
worked, it was
THURSDAY
FlNAL number by fillsecure, he said.
ing out a form
The system
EllCTIONS
and showing
has been
Ballotsareaccessed identification at
switched back to
USU Records and
the VMS cluster
on theASUSU
Admissions on
(USU e-mail),
Wl'bsite, which can the second floor
which is unseof the Taggart
cure. However,
be linkedto
Student Center.
Bayn said this
Both Bayn
shouldn't be a
from www.usu.edu
and Domichel
concern now
TheStatesman will said they have
because the site
been receiving
has been
feature thefinal
complaints that
changed so it
electionscandidates the ballots they
requires a student identificaand theirplatformsin receive are
incomplete.
tion number and
Wednesday'sissue.
However,
VMS password in
since primary
order to get a
elections exist to
ballot. Because
narrow the number of candistudents are not asked for
dates to two or fewer, several
their PIN number, security
offices do not appear on the
isn't such a big concern .
primary ballot because they
The student identification
already have one to two cannumber and VMS password
didates ..
are useless without additionStudents may vote for all
al information about the stuASUSU Executive Council
dent, Bayn said.
positions as well as Student
Another difference is that
Senate positions next week
students will no longer be
during final elections.
able to change their votes.
Although write-in candiThey will only be allowed to
dates are not voted on during
vote once like in regular government elections, Bayn said. primary elections. the writein option is available during
Domichel said so far the
final elections.
number of votes received has
VICKY CAMPBELL
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Aspens in the Western United States
are quaking for a good reason - they're
slowly being wiped out by sagebrush and
conifers.
Historically, stands of aspen flour ished in the West, many estimated to be
tens of thousands of years old.
"In a period of 100 to 150 years, we've
come in and mucked things up enough
that it's gone," said Dale L. Bartos. aspen
ecologist with the Rocky Mountain
Research Station and adjunct assistant
professor at Utah State University. He
has spent the past 28 years researching
aspen loss, and in recent years has
focused on convincing people in the forest business that the problem is real and urgent.
While all trees play a part in western
landscape, Bartos said aspen is especially
important. not just for ecological reasons.
"The aspen gives people a warm
fuzzy,"he said. "People relate to the
aspen. It stands out, it turns colors. We
notice it The other stuff is just pine.·
But "just pine· is what we·n have soon
if more isn't done to bring the aspen
back, he said. Aspen-dominated landscapes have decreased about 60 percent
in National Forest lands across Utah

]

Vikas Bahl, left, Monte Frandsen,center,and Morgan Davidsonof the Engineeringdepartmentwork

to repaira six-wheeledrobotthe departmentdevelopedfor the Army. The 1,350-poundrobot,
designedto traverseruggedlandscapes,ran out of fuel in front of the FineArts Building.

Researcher says aspen trees are being crowded out
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since settlement in the 1800's. This is
just part of a trend all across the West,
Bartos said. Some places in Arizona,
Nevada and other Western states have
lost 95 percent, and in a few areas aspen
have been wiped out completely.
When an area loses all its aspen, it
means more than the loss of often thousands of acres of trees. Aspen stands are
all connected to the same root system,
beginning with one tree and all others
sprouting from its roots. All these trees
share identical genetic make-up, which is
why aspen stands are known as clones.
When a done disappears, its genes go
with it and that type of aspen will never
grow again. Bartos said.
Most losses come through an invasion
of conifers, usually subalpine fir, he said.
Historically, the conifer was wiped out
periodically by small. isolated forest fires,
but the success of modern fire prevention has blocked this natural control,
allowing conifers to become unnaturally
populous and choke out aspen.
Ironically, every new conifer means
more fuel for a fire that will eventually
wipe them out, Bartos said.
"This will burn," he said. "It's just a
matter of time."
One way to regenerate lost aspen is
with controlled fires, Bartos said. Aspen
is naturally fire resistant. When a fire
burns out an area, the aspen thrive in

nutrient-rich soil left behind, and
regrowth covers the area in only a few
years, he said. This is safer. and in the
long run less land-scarring, than leaving
the conifers to their own devices, Bartos
said.
Other ways to bring aspen back are
cutting trees down to stimulate the
growth of new sprouts in the roots and
keeping wildlife fenced out of aspendominated areas where they eat young
sprouts, he said.
While a few aspects of the problem
still need a closer look, research is nearly
complete, Bartos said. who has worked
on the aspen project with the Rocky
Mountain Research station since 1972.
Recently he has focused on getting
the message out to people who will get
involved in bringing the aspen back.
One of the few experts on aspen in the
world, he will be the keynote speaker at
an aspen symposium co-sponsored by
USU in July. He is also helping create a
video to educate elementary school children on the issue.
People are very positive and a lot has
been done, he said, but not nearly
enough to solve the problem . The aspen
will probably never again reach 100 percent of its historical population, but
Bartos said he hopes the next generation
of aspen ecologists will see the aspen
make a healthy return .

Bishops, others won't be
prosecuted in abuse case
LOGAN,Utah (AP)- The
Cache County attorney says he
won't be able to prosecute
three Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints bishops who
may have failed to report allegations of child abuse.
Jay Toombs, 44, of Benson,
faces three counts of aggravated sexual abuse of a child for
allegedlyfondling a 10-year-old
boy in 1993 and 1994.
He is also charged with
inappropriate conduct with
another child.
Cache County Attorney
Scott Wyatt has expressed concern that three clergy members
knew about the alleged abuse.
On Wednesday, Wyatt
expanded those concerns to
include "at least a dozen" people, including family members,
a counselor and the bishops.
"We started looking into
those people we knew of who
had a duty to report it and didn't," Wyatt said.
But Wyatt also said his
office will be unable to prosecute any of the alleged failureto-report cases because the
statute of limitations has
expired.

Utah's time limit for prosecuting misdemeanors is two
years, but the Legislature
extended the statute of limitations to four years for this specific charge.
But the deadline has
already passed.
Members of The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints are encouraged to tell
their bishops about serious
violations of church doctrine,
which sometimes involve criminal acts.
Those conversations are private. But bishops are obligated
to report crimes when they
learn of them from people
other than the alleged offender, Wyatt said.
In Toombs' case, investigators think alleged victims' family members counseled with
Mormon bishops and nothing
was done, Wyatt said.
Toombs is due to appear in
court Wednesday for a preliminary hearing.
Wyatt said police are investigating other allegations
against Toombs and may yet
file additional charges against
him.
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Sixth-grader holds class hostage
LISBON, Ohio (AP)- A
12-year-old who told authorities he wanted to be with
his mother in jail briefly
held his sixth-grade class at
gunpoint Thursday before a
teacher persuaded him to
give up the weapon.
No one was hurt and no
charges were immediately
filed against the boy, who
was taken into custody.
The boy said "his biological mother was in jail and
he wanted to visit her, be
with her," said Anthony
Krukowski, superintendent
of Lisbon schools.
Police did not immediately confirm whether the
mother was in jail.
The boy's father told
police the weapon - a
loaded, 9 mm semiautomatic - had been stored on a
dresser top with a fully
engaged trigger lock.
Police Chief John Higgins,
who would not disclose the
boy's name because he is a
juvenile, said the boy apparently found the key and
removed the trigger lock.

About 8:45 a.m., the boy
city, which is about 25 miles
Friday but will be open for
stood up in his classroom at
south of Youngstown in
student counseling.
McKinley Elementary
northeastern Ohio, near the
"Naturally the students
School, pointed the gun at
West Virginia and
were shook up, any time you
the floor and told his fellow
Pennsylvania state lines .
have an incident like that,"
students and teacher to get
The Vindicator of
Krukowski said.
down, Higgins and
Youngstown reported that
Krukowski said he wasn't
Krukowskisaid.
the boy was on crossing duty very familiar with the boy
· "It seemed like forever we with another sixth-grader,
and was unaware of any
were sitting on
Katie Hartman,
behavior problems.
the ground. It
on Thursday
Vice President Al Gore,
was probably a
'GoodlJye,
Katie.I morning. The girl campaigning at a Cincinnati
few minutes,"
said that at the
elementary school. said the
won't becoming end of their duty incident "once again raises
said the
teacher. Dan
the boy told her:
the question that has conback.'
Kemats. 24.
"Goodbye, Katie.
fronted us so often in the
A student in
I won't be back."
past year or two or three.
the hall over• 12-YEAR-OLD
•
She asked
That is. how can we all come
ACCUSfJ>
<.,UNMAN
heard the
what he meant.
together to give our children
exchange and
but he didn't
better values?"
summoned
answer.
Gore said the student's
another teacher, Linda Robb,
Sixth-graders were sent
access to a firearm points
Krukowski said.
home, but the other stuout the need for gun control
Robb stood in the doordents were kept in class
measures such as child-safeway of the classroom and
because the district didn't
ty trigger locks.
asked the boy if she could
want younger children going
Texas Gov. George W.
talk to him. The two walked
home without making sure
Bush, the presumptive
out into the hallway and
their parents knew,
Republican nominee, said
hugged, and the boy handed
Krukowski said.
the government should prothe gun over to Robb, police
The school, which has
vide mentoring and support
said.
about 650 students from
programs for the 1.3 million
The student was taken
kindergarten through sixth
sons and daughters of peointo custody by police in this grade, will be closed on
ple in prisons.

WorldGLANcE
> Taiwanese
president
resignsfromtop spot
TAIPEI, Taiwan (AP) - Taiwan·s president resigned as leader
of the ruling Nationalist Party on Friday, becoming the biggest
victim of the opposition's stunning upset in Taiwan's presidential elections.
Since the party's humiliating defeat in Saturday's election.
protesters have demonstrated outside the Nationalists· headquarters. demanding that President Lee Teng-hui resign immediately as party chairman.
Lee, who has led Taiwan for 12 years. had offered to step
down in September. Then on Thursday, he told party leaders he
would resign Friday.
Vice President Lien Chan, who finished a distant third in the
presidential vote, was to serve as the party's acting chairman .
Although the media dubbed Lee "Mr. Democracy" because he
presided over Taiwan's democratic reforms, he ruled his party
like an authoritarian His critics were forced out or driven to the
margins of the party.
Shelley Rigger, a political science professor at Davidson
College in Davidson, N.C., said Lee's solid victory in Taiwan's
first direct election in 1996 seemed to have made him overconfident about his leadership.
By silencing or forcing out most of his opponents, Lee also
lacked people who could point out mistakes that he was making,
Rigger said .
"He lost his grip on reality," she said.
The Nationalist Party was able to secure its power after 38
years of martial law rule ended in 1987, mainly because of the
drastic step Lee took to "Taiwanize" the party.

> NASA
engineers
break$75million
satellite

Marines
canceldowntown
Phoenix
trainingoperationHUDcallsfor PASADENA,Calif. (AP)-A $75 million NASA spacecraft
designed to study solar flares was heavily damaged when engiter and a soup kitchen, said
local officials voiced concerns.
PHOENIX (AP)- Military
wider
racial
neers mistakenly shook it 10 times harder than intended during
Louisa Stark, chairwoman of
"We wish to train as safely
helicopters are dropping
a preflight test.
and realistically as possible. but
the Phoenix Consortium to
Marines into downtown
shaking cracked at least two of four solar panels on the
integration
in HighTheEnergy
we want to respect the local
End Homelessness.
Phoenix. but don·t be alarmed.
Solar Spectroscopic Imager, and tests were planned
community," he said.
John Wall, program director
Just ignore the explosions and
to find internal damage. Launch, which had been scheduled for
of the Central Arizona Shelter
Phoenix Police Chief Harold
the sound of gunfire. It's only a
publichousing July, will be pushed back at least to January.
Services facility down the
Hurtt asked the Marines to
drill.
That's what the Marine
Corps told residents in media
reports and fliers.
But apparently even the
idea of the urban warfare drill
was enough to alarm some
people. And the Marines
pulled the plug Thursday, just
hours before the training was
to begin.

Lt ScottBowman.a
spokesman for Camp
Pendleton's 13th Marine
Expeditionary Unit said the
exercise was canceled after

postpone or cancel their training after community groups
complained that it may hurt
area homeless people, said
police spokesman Sgt. Jeff
Halstead.
The training, complete with
Marines in helicopters and the
sound of gqnfire, was scheduled for an abandoned lumber
ycird a downtown area with
the highest concentration of
homeless people.
The training was to be within eyeshot of a homeless she!-

\n

street, said he estimates about
25 percent of his 396 residents
are veterans. About a third of
them are mentally ill, fueling
fear the exercise would exacerbate their delusions or posttraumatic stress disorder.
"To have a bunch of
Marines jumping out of helicopters would probably make a
good movie but wouldn't be
good programmatically." he
said. "There·s certainly some

Jumpto~a.gtl4__

AuditfindsruralAIDS
patientsget lessfederalaid
WASHINGTON(AP)- The
government provides more
money for AIDS patients in big
cities than it does for those living outside urban areas, even as
the number of rural AIDS cases
is rising, federal auditors found.
The government spent
$3,081 on every AIDS patient in
Atlanta, but only $2,303 each
on those living elsewhere in
Georgia, the audit released
Thursday said. Atlanta had
6,119AIDS patients: the rest of
the state had 2,65Z

Large cities like Atlanta,
Chicago and New York have the
largest AIDS caseloads. But with
a dearth of AIDS services outside city limits and evidence
that AIDS is actually on the rise
in some rural areas, activists
and rural health experts say it is
time to redirect some money.
"The few of us who are
spending 100 percent of our
time on rural AIDS feel completely excluded,"said Linda
Brandt. executive director of the
Rural AIDS Action Network in

Cache Valley Civic Ballet presents

Minnesota .
About 300,000 people in the
United States have AIDS.
Hundreds of thousands are
HIV-infected. In 1998 there
were 3Z696 rural AIDS cases.
The General Accounting
Office found that in six states
studied, cities received more
money per patient than other
areas under the Ryan White
Comprehensive AIDS Resources
Emergency Act. a 10-year-old
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Ellen Eccles Theatre

43 S. Ma~ Logan Utah
Saturday,March 25, I :00 p.m.
and 7:30 p.m.
Monday, March 27. 7:30 p.m.
Tickets on sale at the
Th~tre Box Office
Call 752-0026
Tick~ priced $4.50 - $ I0.50
$30.00 family ticket (limited to 5)

www.cvcballet.org
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WASHINGTON {AP)
- Public housing directors must stop steering
public housing residents with similar earnings or by race to the
same buildings under a
new Department of
Housing and Urban
Development rule
announced Thursday.
"Segregation is an
ugly part of our past
that has no place in the
21st century, .. said HUD
Secretary Andrew
Cuomo at a news conference announcing the
policy.
Cuomo was joined
by Southern Christian
Leadership Conference
President Martin
Luther King III and fair
housing advocates to
say public housing
directors must work
harder to ensure balanced mix of residents
on their properties.
HUD released a new
report citing several
examples of segregation
with public housing
complexes.
In 1997, a Biloxi,
Miss.. housing authority
was found to have
steered black and
Vietnamese applicants
to only three of nine
buildings and had no
Vietnamese households
in its Section 8 rental
assistance program .
A Kaplan, La., housing authority provided
lower maintenance
standards but charged
more for the service at
racially segregated complexes in 1998.
Residents at the white
housing were allowed
to have pets and gardens but minority residents couldn't.
"Public housing has
all too often done what
the private housing
market has done in the
U.S., which is to segregate and isolate by
race," Cuomo said.
In both the
Mississippi and
Louisiana case, HUD
negotiated voluntary
compliance agreements
with the housing
authorities to remedy
the discriminatory
practices, HUD officials
said.
"With this new policy, I think the vision
that Martin Luther
King had is finally
being brought to reality," King III said.

It's the latest embarrassment for the space agency and Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, which last year lost two high-profile missions to Mars. The cause of the mishap was still under investigation, JPL spokeswoman Mary Beth Murrill said Thursday.
JPL engineers were performing tests on a shake table Tuesday
to ensure the probe could withstand twice the force of gravity,
which it would experience during launch. Instead, it was subjected to 20 times the force of gravity for about 200 milliseconds.
"The folks who were involved in the test are mystified at this
point." said Larry Dumas, JPL's deputy director. "There's no obvious reason that's presented itself (for the unexpected shaking)."
The 850-pound HESS! probe is designed to explore the basic
physics of particle acceleration and the energy release of solar
flares from an orbit of 360 miles above Earth. It's not clear
whether any of the scientific instruments were damaged.
HESSI's engineers were confident that the spacecraft can be
saved, said Mark Hess , spokesman for NASA's Goddard Space
Flight Center, which is managing the mission.
"It continued to function even through the test," he said. "We
know there are structural and other elements of the satellite
that are still working."
NASA will appoint a review board to investigate the mishap
- just as it did twice last year after the Mars Climate Orbiter
and Mars Polar Lander losses.

> Milosevic
callsNATO
nations
the newfacists
BELGRADE,Yugoslavia (AP)- President Slobodan Milosevic
branded NATO countries Europe's new fascists Thursday as he laid
a wreath on a memorial to mark the first anniversary of the 78- ·
day allied bombing of Yugoslavia.
"Let there be eternal glory for the heroes of our fatherland who
died in the defense of freedom and dignity of our country and its
people from new fascism," Milosevic wrote in a memorial book at
the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier on Mount Avala, 10 miles outside Belgrade. A television tower on the mountain was repeatedly
targeted by NATO.
The Yugoslav government plans rallies Friday to mark the
anniversary of the air campaign, launched March 24. 1999. to stop
Milosevic's crackdown against ethnic Albanians in Kosovo.
State-sponsored rallies are scheduled in Serbia's capital,
Belgrade. in Montenegro's capital. Podgorica, and throughout the
two republics that now form Yugoslavia. The ceremonies will
include a marathon along a course that will take runners past
bombed-out government buildings in Belgrade.

>- Twinkies
in demandafterstrikeends
BIDDEFORD, Maine (AP) - An eight-day strike by truck drivers against Interstate Bakeries Corp. that cut off the flow of
Twinkies and Wonder Bread across the Northeast ended
Thursday.
The company and the Teamsters union agreed to additional
talks next week on an arbitration dispute, and the Teamsters
agreed to go back to work as a gesture of good will, said Dennis
Raymond, chairman of the Teamsters' New England Bakery
Drivers Council.
"Right now, it sounds like everyone is going to get their
Twinkies," said Robert Piccone, president of Teamsters Local
340.
About 1,400 Teamsters left their jobs on March 15, accusing
Kansas City, Mo.-based Interstate of refusing to abide by arbitra tion rulings. The company says the process was unfair; the
union says the company refused to participate.
Because of the strike, the company's Biddeford plant that
makes J.J. Nissen, Wonder Bread, Hostess and Drake's products
was shut down, putting 400 bakers out of work. Teamsters later
set up pickets elsewhere, shutting down plants in New York City,
Philadelphia, Wayne, N.J., and Buffalo, N.Y.
.
"We decided to pull the pickets down and to have a coolmg
off period and put people back to work," Raymo:1d said.
On the picket line in Biddeford, where the dnvers had put up
a banner that said "Fort Twinkie" at their tarp -covered shelter,
they let out a cheer when they heard the news Thursday

~ffiin~
.
One of the main sticking points that led to the stnke was the
company's requirement that drivers deliver more than one
brand of Interstate products at a time . The Teamsters said the
practice violates work rules designed to protect drivers who get
paid different amounts for each brand.
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International Student of the Year award goes to Yokouchi
lJTAH STATElJNMRSln'

Media Services

"After
receiving the
award, I looked
back at what I
had done for the
past four years
jJ here at USU. and
started to apprecii, ate the peo pie
supported
,. §~ who
me." said
~ Yokouchi.
_..____.l
"Without their

When Tomoka Yokouchi
came to the United States
from Japan four years ago
to study at Utah State
University, she knew she
would receive a top quality
education, but what she
:::~:::~:::::::,-;•
~
didn't realize was that her
education would encompass '-;::::::::::.,.;,:,':"'
________
so much more than just
academics.
TOMOKA YoKOUCHI
help. I could not
have done anyYokouchi received the
thing. I could hardly speak English
International Student of the Year
when I first came here, and had
Award presented by the
only a few friends."
International Student Council on
Now after four years at USU,
Feb. 26 at the World Festival
she has many friends and has
International Banquet. Yokouchi
learned an abundance of things.
is a senior in the Department of
The award means a lot to
Special Education and
Yokouchi, she said, and she is very
Rehabilitation in the College of
honored to have been chosen for
Education.

e

j

t::.:.:.-:_-_-._~

the award. She feels she has
accomplished much more than just
earning her more bachelor's degree
at USU. She is proud to be a student in the special education
department, which is noted as one
of the top special education programs in the nation, she continued.
According to Darcie Peterson,
Yokouchi's academic advisor and
student teaching coordinator.
everyone has raved about
Yokouchi"swillingness to help in
the classroom and her rapport
with students.
"A teacher in the local school
district even requested that she
have Yokouchi as her student
teacher this year," said Peterson.
Yokouchi has been active in the
community as well. She has been a
tutor and has gone into classrooms
to teach about Japan and Japanese

art, generously sharing her culture
with others.
Yokouchi is finishing her last
semester at USU, earning a degree
in special education with an
emphasis in severe disabilities. She
is completing her student teaching
at Adams Elementary School. She
enjoys Logan and studying at USU
because she loves outdoor activities, and she said the people here
have treated her well.
According to International
Student of the Year Award criteria,
recipients are undergraduate or
graduate students who have contributed to activities and programs
of international students at USU.
Recipients should also show success
in their academic career, and serve
as an outstanding role model to
the other international students,
showing a potential for future
plans, goals and aspirations.
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> Syndicated
columnist
to
receive
service
award
Veteran syndicated columnist Jack
Anderson will be the inaugural recipient of the journalism service award,
presented by the department of
Journalism and Communication at
Utah State University.
The Distinguished Service medal
is designed to honor outstanding
contributions to journalism.
Presentation of the award to
Anderson, a Utah native and Pulitzer
Prize winner, will be the highlight of
the annual awards banquet of the
USU journalism program. The event
is March 31 at 6 p.m. at the
Wyndham Hotel in Salt Lake City.
"Jack Anderson is a legend in
American journalism: said Ted
Pease. the head of the USU journalism department. "For more than a
half-century, he has afflicted the
comfortable of the Washington political establishment and championed
the interests of citizens. We are honored to have the opportunity to say
thank you in this small way."
Anderson has served on the journalism department's professional
advisory board since 1995.
The journalism banquet will also
honor the department's outstanding
seniors of 1999-2000 and present its
faculty awards for teaching excellence, research and service.
The banquet will begin with a
reception at 6 p.m. followed by dinner and the program beginning at 7
p.m. The program will include tributes to Anderson's career and
remarks by the veteran muckracking
columnist, who won the Pulitzer
Prize in 1973.
Tickets to the event are $50 each.
with proceeds to benefit the USU
journalism department. For information or reservations, call (435) 7973292.

> Women
Over65
achievement
awards
given

,

Modelsstrut their scuffon the runway in a practicefor today's Spring FashionShow in the Taggart
..Stu~nt GenterSunburst Lounge.Admi.~sionis free at 11:30a.m. and is $3 at 7:30p.m. with refresh.J mnit.~.The event is sponsored1Jy
the USU Fa:,;hion
Group.

Ancient hfstory: usu professor explores women of the past for
KATHRYN SUMMERS

Staff Writer

Myths about the heroic deeds of
men fill the pages of many
Classical books . Stories of Hercules,
Julius Caesar and Zeus are well
known. But what about the
women?
•
As part of Women's History
Month. Utah State University classics professor Fran Titchener spoke
Thursday about the contributions
of ancient women and the women
of classical mythology.
The goddesses of ancient
Greece and Rome were "strong,
powerful, cunning, spiteful and
u•hiny,"Titchener said,
She told how Athena, the goddess of war, weaving and wisdom,
challenged Arachne. a girl who had
dared to boast about her weaving
abilities, to a weaving match. The
girl of course lost to the goddess,
but this didn't satisfy Athena. She
transformed the girl into a spider,
or arachnid, based on the girl's
name.
Many monsters of classical
myths were women, Titchener said.
She talked about Medusa who had
snakes for hair. Anyone who
looked at her face turned to stone.
However. the statues of Medusa
show a rather beautiful woman.
Titchener explained this was

FRAN TITCHENER

because the Greeks idealized people and wanted only beautiful art.
Sirens of myths were half
woman. half duck. They "sing the
song that lures men to their
deaths," Titchener said. The modern connotation of a siren is a
sexy, seductive woman. Sirens in
Homer's Odyssey, however, had
nothing to do with sex. Their song
was a ·call to the past to which you
can never return," Titchener said.
The Amazons were mythical
warrior women. They were
tremendous fighters . Titchener
said many women had the characteristics of these brave women.

Women's Month

In one breath, Titchener spoke
of Cleitemnestra, who killed her
husband out of revenge, and in the
next talked about good wives who
sacrificed themselves for the sake
of their husbands. There were
many Roman women who helped
their husbands escape death. The
names of these crafty women are
unknown; in the history books,
their brave deeds are attributed
only to the wife of some man.
In Greek history. women saved
the city of Argos from the
Spartans. Most Greeks could not
face the Spartans, but the women
did and won, Titchener said.
Another strong woman was
Cleopatra. She was not beautiful,
but no one noticed because of her
personality, Titchener said. She
spoke many languages and rarely
needed interpreters. Whatever her
lover, Marc Antony, did, whether
drinking, partying or sneaking
around the city at night, she did
with him.
After Octavian beat Antony and
Cleopatra·s soldier in the final battle, Cleopatra killed herself as
Octavian was about to take her
prisoner, just to prove he could
never defeat her.
The Vestal Virgins served with
the goddess Vesta at the sacred
hearth. These women had great
political power because they were

beyond the reach of men. After
they retired from Temple service,
they had great power and wealth,
but they could never have sex. The
penalty of being a Vestal Not
Virgin was death by being buried
alive, Titchener said.
Titchener explained the many
ways we know about ancient
women.
Statues show ancient ideals of
beauty and size. Ancient art
reveals that humans have always
been obsessed with hair styles,
body decorating, piercing, tattooing, elaborate clothing and colors
to show status. said Titchener.
Paintings show that women
wore makeup in ancient times. To
look paler they used foundation
made of lead, which poisoned
them. Eyeliner (made of charcoal)
has also been a favorite of both
men and women because it
emphasizes the eyes and attracts
attention.
Titchener explained that style
has been used to show that others
do your work. Impractical and
elaborate clothing, hairstyles and
makeup were symbols of a wealthy
woman who had servants to do
her work. Today, she said, long fingernails are the same type of symbol. It is often perceived that most
women with long nails don't do
manual labor.

said. •If the university reaches this
conclusion, it is entitled to impose
a mandatory fee to sustain an
open dialogue to these ends."
The objecting students can't
complain about those fees, the
court said, as long as the school
does not "prefer some viewpoints
to others." Wednesday's decision
reversed a ruling by the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the 7th
Circuit in Chicago.
Civil rights groups hailed the
ruling as a significant free speech
decision for college students
nationwide . Ruth Harlow, managing attorney for the Lambda Legal
Defense &i Education Fund, which
filed a brief in the case, called the
ruling a "great victory· for students in the minority.
Harlow and other civil rights

lawyers said a contrary result,
allowing students to opt out of
funding organizations they
oppose, would have dealt a devastating blow to minority groups,
such as lesbians and gays.
And on liberal campuses, they
noted, conservative organizations,
too, could have been shut out.
"If the university had lost this
case, it would have meant the
ability to form student groups on
campus would have depended on
majority approval." said Matt
Coles, director of the Lesbian and
Gay Rights Project for the
American Civil Liberties Union.
"You could create a group and be
part of the ongoing debate on
university campuses if the majori ty approved, but not otherwise,"
he said.

The Women's Center Advisory Board
will be holding the ·women Over 65
Achievement Award Ceremony·
Monday at 7 p.m. The recipients of this
year's awards are Carol Noble Funk,
Bonnie Fife Nielsen, Loye L. Painter,
Janice Pearce and Sarah Ann Skanchy.
1he program will be held in the Taggart
Student Center Ballroom and is free
and open to the public. For information, call the Women's Center at 7971728.

> USU
students
collect
toysforlocalfosterkids
A group of Utah State University
social work students are holding a
toy drive to benefit foster children in
Cache Valley. There will be a table
set up in the Taggart Student Center
for donations of new or gently used
toy items for children aged zero to
18. Monetary contributions will also
be accepted. The donations will be
accepted Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday of next week.
Logan's Division of Child and
Family Services is currently experiencing financial stress. As a result,
DCFS, which is responsible for children in foster care system, is lacking
sufficient funds for needed toy items.
Children in foster care return to
DCFS offices weekly to meet with
their biological parents for one-hour
visits. These visits are often traumatic
and "having a room with toys softens
the visits," said Pat Nielson. a
licensed clinical social worker at
DCFS.
Anyone interested in further
information about the foster care
system can contact Heather
Skabelund at s1cg9@cc.usu.edu

> Police
werechasing
man
intolagoon
Courtrulespublicuniversities
maycollectstudentfeesdespiteobjectionswhenhejumped

JAN CRAWFORDGREENBURG

ChicagoTribune

WASHINGTON - In order to
encourage the •free and open
exchange of ideas," Wednesday
the Supreme Court said public
universities can collect mandatory
student fees to fund a variety of
campus groups - from Amnesty
International to the Pro-Life
League - even if some students
object to the organizations.
In a unanimous decision, the
court ruled against a group of
conservative students from the
University of Wisconsin at
Madison, who had sued to stop
their activity fees from going to
organizations they found objectionable.
They maintained that forcing

them to support the groups violated their constitutional rights.
But the court, in an opinion by
Justice Anthony Kennedy, said an
important purpose of any university is to "facilitate a wide range of
speech." The justices concluded
that the university was entitled to
collect the mandatory student
fees, just as it has during its 151year history, as long as it doled
them out neutrally, without discriminating against groups based
on their viewpoints.
"The university may determine
that its mission is well served if
students have the means to
engage in dynamic discussions of
philosophical. religious, scientific.
social and political subjects in
their extracurricular campus life
outside the lecture hall," the court

SALTLAKECITY (AP)- Policein
Cancun say Spencer Vanweerd was being
chased by officerswhen he jumped into
a lagoon and was attacked by a crocodile.
Vanweerd denies the account
Vanweerd, 19, a Weber State
University student from Clearfield,
returned home Tuesday after being
treated for injuries he said he suffered
late Friday night when he was swimming
in the lagoon while on spring break.
He said the six-footreptile clamped
onto his head and shoulders, but he
managed to work free, badly cutting his
arms and hands in the process. In previous interviews, he said he remembered
learning from a television show that the
animals have little strength opening
their jaws, so he wrapped his arms
around the reptile's mouth to keep it
closed and struggled to shore.
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'Statesman' movie guy Andy Morgan
predicts this year's Oscar winners
·c
ANDY MORGAN

Staff Writer

I have to confess : It was I who
stole the shipment of Oscar statuettes , and after feeling a tsunami of
guilt rack my conscience, I chucked
them into a dumpster behind a
Food-4-Less store in Southern
California . I stopped to get some
grapefru it and it seemed the logical
place to hide the small golden trophies.
Okay, so I really didn't pilfer the
awards, but I can understand why
the accused Oscar hijacker took off
with someone's soon-to-be mantle
decoration . Like me, he could see
how incredibly level the playing field
is this year amongst Oscar nominees.
Anyone could win. so it's probably
better that no awards are given this
year, considering that every nominee
is superb. I'm sure that is what the
thief was thinking .

Either that or possibly he wanted
to fill each trophy with explosives
and send them first class mail to Jack
Valenti, President and CEO of the
Motion Picture Association of
America.
I'm sure each of you will be
watching the Academy Awards this
Sunday (6 p.m. on ABC), so I've prepared a small guide to help you
understand what films and what
actors have been nominated. Thus,
you can follow the telecast with
enthusiasm and vigor, thinking
about how incorrect I was in my predictions and enjoy stargazing at the
latest Hollywood fashions (screw the
awards, what is Jennifer Lopez going
to wear this time?)

and Russell Crowe as Jeffery Wigand
with her male mannerisms, that,
in The Insider.
indeed , she was a man .
Although Kevin Spacey is one of
Bening has been nominated once
the finest actors in the business , the
before (in 1990's The Grifters) and
nod has to go towards Crowe, not
this is Swank's first nomination . The
only for his portrayal of Wigand, but other three nominees are Julianne
also his preparation for the role in
Moore (The End of the Affair). who
and of itself.
was nominated for best supporting
Crowe gained 40 pounds, thinne
actress in 1997's Boogie Nights , Janet
his hair and lost his New Zealana · • ·•···••··..· cTeer(Tumbleweeds) and Meryl
accent in favor of a Southern drawl. Streep{Music of the Heart') who is
Crowe·s preparation is similarto
nowtiedwith Katherine Hepburn
Robert DeNiro's priming for his role · for mostOscar nominations (10 for
in 1980's Raging Bull, a film tnat
bestactress and two for best suphanded DeNiro his second Qscar (his portingactress).
first came in 1974 with the
Toughcompetition , but when all
Godfather Part II). My gut feeling
is said and done , Bening will have
says Crowe walks away Sunday night
the lucky number .
with a little gold statue .
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I can tell you one thing:
Denzel Washington will not
win best actor for his performance as Rubin
"Hurricane· Carter. Why?
Because, essentially, Mr.
Washington is playing the
same character he portrayed in Glory and
Malcolm X. and voters do
not like repetition. They
like fresh and new. With
that reasoning , that leaves
the former Madonna-loving,
rock-throwing actor Sean
Penn for his role in Sweet and
Lowdown, Richard Farnsworth
for his role as a lawn-mower
driver in The Straight Story,
Kevin Spacey as Lester
Burnham in American Beauty

BENEFITDANCE

•

Schools for Africa
Black Student Union
Field House
9 p.m.
$2 with USU ID
$3 without ID

CONCERT

•

Montana Slim
Pier 49
425 N. Main Street
9 p.m .

$5

Saturday
••••
MEDITATION

•

Beginning
meditation class
TSC Room 335
5:30 to 7 p.m .
free

Tuesday
••••

SLIDESHOW

•

"Hiking the
Appalachian Trail"
outdoor Recreation
Center
7:30 p.m.
free

BFSf DIRECTOR

BESTACTOR

"Noah 's Flood"
Cache Children's Choir
Kent concert Hall
7:30 p .m.
$5 individual tickets
$15 family pass
Also on Saturday
at 2 and 7:30 p.m.

·c.

American Beauty, The Cider
House Rules, The Green Mile, The
Insider and The Sixth Sense are the
five contenders for best picture. Past
winners include Shakespeare in Love
(1998), Titanic (1997), The English
Patient (1996), Braveheart (1995),
Forrest Gump (1994) and
Schindler's List (1993).
My pick for Best Picture is
The Insider, starring Russell
Crowe and directed by Michael
Mann. I loved American Beauty
and I was enthralled with The
Sixth Sense. However. The Insider
is simply too engrossing, realistic
and hard-hitting to ignore or cast
aside as second-rate filmmaking .

Last year, Shakespeare in Love
won best picture, and Steven
Spielberg garnered best director honors for his World War II drama
Saving Private Ryan. It marked the
first time in eight years that the
director of the best picture winner
did not achieve best director
status (the last time was in
1989 when Driving Miss
Daisy won best picture and best
director went
to Oliver
Stone for his
film Born on
the Fourth
of July).
The chance
is high this
year that
another
director will
get the Oscar
instead of the
best picture
director, and if
that happens it
will be a toss up
between Sam
Mendes and his
American Beauty
and Spike Jonze
and his wildly
clever film Being
John Malkovich .
However. I am sticking with The Insider;
therefore, Michael
Mann is my pick to
win top honors for
directing.

Friday
••••
MUSICALTHEATER
•

BFSf ACTRESS

Last year , Gwyneth Paltrow won
best actress for her role as
Shakespeare 's love interest in the
film Shakespeare in Love. This year.
the race will come down to two
extraordinary performances by two
wonderful actresses - Annette
Bening (American Beauty) and Hilary
Swank (Boys Don't Cry). Bening plays
Kevin Spacey's nitpicking, anal-retentive, psycho wife.
Swank goes a step further with
her portrayal of a young woman
masquerading as a young man actually convincing some moviegoers

•••
BFSf SCREENPLAY
(ADAPTATION) ••
••
I will have to go back to my love
•••
of The Insider and give this award to
••

Michael Mann and Eric Roth.
However, they face steep competition
with Alexander Payne and Jim Taylor
for Election, Frank Darabont with
The Green Mile. John Irving with
The Cider House Rules and Anthony
Minghella for The Talented Mr.
Ripley.

•

SPEECH

•

JoAnn Valenti
·environmental
Journalism: What's
Cender Cot
to Do with It?"
TSCAuditorium
12:30 to 1:30 p.m.
free

Wednesday
••••

THEATER

••
••
•
••
•
••
••
••

.
•

••
•
•

•

"The Waiting Room·
Utah State Theatre
Conservatory Series
ChaseFine Arts center
Room 224
8 p.m .
free with usuID
$5 without ID
Runs through April 1

ART PRESENTATION

•

·western Art Museums·
B. Byron Price
Harrison Museum
12:30 to 1:30 p.m .
free

AL PACINORUSSELL
CROWE
1 Michael
',larn"~

THE INSI DER

Thursday
••••

MOVIE

•

••
••
••
••
•

•
•
•••
•
Look for "The Insider" to win big at this year's Oscar awards. The ceremonyairs Sunday.

"The Killing Fields"
Multicultural Cinema
Old Main Room 117
7 p.m.
free

If you have Information

that you WOUid1/l<e
featured In Steppln • Out.
please e-mall It to
edftor@statesman . usu.edu
or call 797-1742
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Noah and crew come singing to
Logan, thanks to 144 local kids

Hey Cinderella...

Slip into PlatinumJ

re
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Whether they come twoby-two, alone or in large
groups, Cache Valley residents will have the chance
tonight and tomorrow to
watch the biblical story of
Noah unfold on stage.
The Cache Children's
Choir's performance of the
play "Noah's Flood" opens
tonight in the Kent Concert
Hall at Utah State University
at 7:30 p.m. and continues
Saturday.
The Cache Children's
Choir is an academy that
teaches choral singing to children from age 3 through high
school. said "Noah's Flood"
Stage Director Wendi Hassan.
Students 5 and up perform in
the school's plays and concerts.
Hassan said "Noah's Flood"
includes a cast of 144 children, all of whom are from
the choir. She said all but two
or three of the academy's
students will be in the show.

~:':t

8:00
'til 6:00

---------

JOIN US FOR THE
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY
PRESIDENT'S DIVERSITY FORUM

"OPPORTUNITIES FOR DIVERSITY
IN UTAH-- PART I: ETHNIC
DIVERSITY''
TUESDAY, 11 APRIL 2000
10 A.M. TO 12 NOON
ECCLES CONFERENCE CENTER AUDITORIUM

President George Emert
will moderate panel discussion with audience

Guest Panelist: Allison L. Johnson, President, Lee Johnson Group,

·-

Alexandria, Virginia, will interview the following panelists:

•

Grace C. Huerta, Assistant Professor, Secondary Education, USU

•

Erica Liu Wollin, Staff Therapist, Counseling Center, USU

•

Antonio A. Arce, Graduate Student, Sociology Department, USU

Those students not in the
show were unavailable for
the performance, she said.
Otherwise, she said. all the
school's students 5 and older
would have been performing.
In addition to the choir
children, the ·cast of thousands" will include performers from ·worthy choirs from
the community· as well as
two professionals, according
to a press release from the
choir.
The part of Noah will be
played by Judd Sheranian, an
adjunct professor in music at
USU and a violinist with the
Utah Symphony. "Noah's
Flood" director Bonnie Slade
said.
She said he will be putting
down his violin - in fact, he
has taken time off from work
just for the production - and
will be singing and acting for
the show.
"He's a fabulous vocalist,"
Hassan said.
Cindy Dewey, a full-time
faculty member of the USU
Music department and head
of vocal performan ce at USU.
will play Noah's wife, or "Mrs.
Noah," Slade said.
"She's a wonderful character actress and has a fabulous
voice," Hassan said.
Hassan said the children
in the show will play the
parts of the animals, Noah's
children and the Gossips,
Mrs. Noah's friends who want
her to stay behind with them.
Among the community
choirs involved are the USU
Sunburst Club's Aggie
Carolers, who will play hand
bells. according to the press
release.

The orchestra is filled with
both professionals and youth
musicians, including members of local middle and high
school orchestras.
The cast is rounded off by
a flock of "silent miracle
makers,· young men whose
voices have changed and are
therefore no longer members
of the Cache Children's
Choir, Hassan said. She said
they play the Storm.
Dressed in black. the
Storm comes on stage to help
build the ark and do various
other set work, Hassan said.
The Storm, of course, also
leaves Noah, h is family and a
boatful of wild animals
stranded in a flood, floating
on the ark they helped build.
Hassan said though the
story is from the Bible, a few
changes have been made. She
said "Noah's Flood," or
"Noye·s Fludde· as it was
called in Old English, is
what's called a "miracle play."
"It's a historical piece: she
said. Miracle plays were performed in churches in the
Middle Ages ·when theater
was bad" to tell illiterate
churchgoers the stories of the
Bible, she said.
She said miracle plays
were the only socially acceptable form of theater.
As a biblical story converted to the stage, a few changes
were made , Hassan said.
"Mrs. Noah is not - in the
Bible - a bad character," she
said.
However, in "Noah's
Flood," Mrs. Noah is antagonistic to Noah thro ughout
the story. She almost stays
behind with her friends the

Gossips and must be ripped
away from them by the children.
According to the press
release, British composer
Benjamin Britten took th e
play, then called the "Chester
Miracle Play," and composed
a fully orchestrated choral
score for it.
At that point, the "Chester
Miracle Play" became "Noye·s
Fludde."
Cache Children's Choir's
production will be conducted
by Will Kesling, a professor at
USU who sang the part of
one of Noah's childre n when
he was young.
Three times during
"Noah's Flood," the audience
sings along with the performers, Hassan said.
She said the hymns the
audience sings were well
known to English congregations in the past. and these
congregations went to the
miracle play expecting to sing
along.
Hassan said Kesling will
take about 15 minutes before
the show to familiarize the
audience with the hymns as
well as to explain the show's
history.
Tickets for "Noah's Flood"
are $5 each or $15 for a family pass. According to the
press release, a family pass
can only be used by immediate family members living ip
the same home.
Tickets are available at the
Book Table, Keepsake
Kottage, both locations of
Lee's Marketplace and at the
door.
Show times for Saturday
are 2 and 7:30 p.m.

'Cinderella' makes it easy for
newcomers to enjoy the ballet

The President's Diversity Awards will be presented
following the panel discussion.

CORINNE KATOR

SeniorFeaturesWriter

This program isfree and open to lite public. Tlte President 's Diversity Forums are part of USU's
continuin11 commitment to understandi11g and valuing diversity through interactive discussion. For
furtlter informatio11 or to request accommodatio11s for people with dlsab//11/es, please call the
Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Office at (-135) 797-1266 no later than Friday, 7 April.

UtahState
UNIVERSITY
------~
I

Men portray the ugly stepsisters and the stepmother, and
high school students dance the
leads in Cache Valley Civic
f-Ballet's production of
"Cinderella."
CVCBdancer Stephanie
.._ White said the ballet follows
the story of the classic
Cinderella fairy tale, with a

F 7 '"7

ltahState
UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE

We're cleaning house and passingthe savingsto you.
Come one, come all to the I st ever USU Bookstore

humorous twist
"The main highlight of the
show will be the stepmother
and the ugly stepsisters because
they are played by men which makes them very ugly
indeed," White said.
White said these roles are
traditionally played by men,
making "Cinderella· a fun.
light-hearted ballet.
According to CVCB'sWeb
site (www.cvballet.org),audi-
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be introduced to the art of ballet because the story line is
easy to follow, moves fast and
has a lot of variety.
White said this show may be
especially appealing to students
because ticket prices are low,
the ballet is relatively short and
the show is lighter and funnier
than many ballet productions.
"It's a nice iength and it's got
some good humor in it," she
said.
White said she has enjoyed
working with the cast of
"Cinderella" because of the
wide variety of performers
involved in the production.
She said the cast includes
everyone from "little 4-yearolds" to a university doctoral
student.
Sky View }::lighSchool stu-

25°/o- 50% - 75°/ooff
SToREWIDE
SA'/ltJGS
A week of BIG discounts,March l0-14
Get your hands on marked-down items including books,
supplies, clothing and more! Spring cleaning closeouts
in every department!

dent Carly Schaub will dance
the role of Cinderella. according to CVCB'sWeb site.
Cinderella's handsome
prince will be performed by
Jeremy Israelsen, also a student
at Sky View.
Victor Castillo, who has per formed with the Utah Festival
Opera Company, will fill the
role of the stepmother. Two
Utah State University alumni.
Shane Brown and Dale
Leishman, will play the stepsisters.
According to the Web site,
the cast is made up of 90 people, many of whom are not
CVCBcompany dancers, but
members of the valley's communities.
White said one of her
favorite things about the production is that it allows nonprofessionals a chance to perform.
"It's a fun group to work
with," she said.
Saturday, "Cinderella" show
times are 1 p.m. an d 7:30 p.m.,
and Monday's single performance begins at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets for "Cinderella" can
be purchased by calling the
Ellen EcclesTheatre at 7520026 . Ticket prices range from
$4.50 to $10.50 with group and
senior rates available.

herissa
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The ups and downs
of owning a car
LIFESENTENCES
/ BryceCasselman
drive a
f o u r door car
with two
child car
seats in
the back
seat and
a cornucopia of items on the
floor ranging from clothes to
fermented sipper-cups to toys.
On the outside of the car is a
couple of inches of dirt and
grime. The only time my car
gets washed is when God
decides that it needs it and
sends rain.
Don't get me wrong - I
love my car. I wouldn't know
what to do if it was stolen;
therefore, to disstJade any car
thieves, I keep it looking like a
vehicle from a Mad Max
movie, minus the spikes and
the turret machine gun, of
course.
On the other hand, there are
those people who have the car
with the perfect paint job that is
shined to a state of unearthly
glory. Of these people I ask, do
you not work? Is there nothing
more important or pressing in
your life than spending your
day with Windex in one hand,
a lint-free towel in the other
and a cordless vacuum
strapped to your back? If you
truly do not have anything better to do, please, come see me.
My wife has a list of 100 things
that are simply life or death if
they aren't done today.
And then there are those
who decorate their vehicle with
enough chrome and other
paraphernalia to give the average Nascar sponsor a run for
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'Here on Earth' ·a little
contrived but still decent
Movie
Review

I

t

KEvlN THOMAS

their money. Are the rear light
guards, the double-paned tinted windows and the banner
acrossthe top of the windshield
that says "EXTREME" in hot
pink letters really needed?
, And what's with those people who put fluorescent lights
underneath their car, creating
that strange patch of illuminated pavement underneath? Why
would someone do this? I've
decided the only explanation is
they are simply providing a
disco floor for homeless little
people,
which
actually
explains why these people also
have their vehicle jacked to a
second story level and have
installed a $85,000 sound system.
Transversely, one of my
front headlights is being held
together by a piece of clear
packing tape. Sad but true.
But probably the thing that
brings the most stressto my life,
just behind trying to find a
parking spot in B" parking, is
driving in town around 10 a.m.
I am always late and every silver-haired grandma and grandpa decide to take the old
Lincoln Towncar out for a spin,
not really going anywhere in
particular and never going
above 15 miles per hour.
If I elude the convoys of
senior citizens, I can usually
find some construction vehicle
to get stuck behind - one that
drops dirt, exhaust and gravel
on my car, keeping it in the
wonderfully
vile
state I
described earlier.
11

BryceCasselmanis a features
writerfor tlieStatesman
majoringin journalism.
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LosAngeks Times

Tone down a bit of already
reasonably discreet sexual candor and you could believe that
Here on Earth not only takes
place in the ·sos but was actually made back then. It's an
old-fashionedstory of young
love,enlivened by an attractive
cast and settings,that evolves
into a shameless tear-jerker of
the most manipulative sort.
This may.however.make it
just the ticket for girlsin their
early teens, for stars Chris
Klein,Leelee Sobieskiand Josh
Hartnett are already teen
favorites.Youcan in fact appreciate the sincerityof their performances even if you find the
picture pretty sappy.
Klein'sKelleyis a young
man who seems to have everything. In addition to being tall,
dark and handsome. he's also
smart and rich. On the eve of
Kelley'sgraduation from a venerable New England prep
school.his father presents him
with a Mercedes.Kelley'snot
supposed to drive it until after
he's delivered his speech as
valedictorian of his dass. but
what the heck: He and some
pals pile in and head for the
local diner. traditionallyoff-limits for preppies in a community
beset by unaccountably high
town-and-gowntensions.
Kelleyis waited on by the
lovelySamantha (Sobieski),who
has collegeand possiblymedical school in the future and
who shares an appreciation for
poetry with the sophisticated
and cockyKelley.Their mutual
attraction is instantaneous, and
thereby Kelleyincurs the anger
of Samantha's boyfriend.Jasper
(Hartnett).who's in the diner
with his own pals. Pretty soon
Kelleyand Jasper are caught up
in a chicken race that winds up
with them crashing their vehides into the diner/gas station.
No one is seriouslyhurt. but
the diner et al. is wreckedby
fire.

The upshot is that even
though the localjudge is happy
to have Kelley'sfather foot the
, I I,~~
bill for rebuildingthe roadside
establishment.she insists that
If youhaveeverconsidered
laserhairremoval
in
Kelleyand Jasper spend their
the past....Nowis the time with theselow prices!
summer helping in its reconstruction.The film doesn't
WASNOW
WASNOW
spend much time with the guys
on the job and instead focuses Face
4-W 50
Lower Legs 600 200
on the more than ample free
Underarms 4-W 50
Upper Legs ~ 200
time that allows Kelleyand
Samantha to fall in love.
Bikini Line m 50
Chest
600 200
Jasper's and Samantha's famiArms
m 100
Back
~ 200
lies are less than thrilled with
this development,of course.
For an appointment call:
but Kelleyand Samantha's love
flourishes.
It would have been good to
at
see whether their relationship
would stand the test of time
920 N. 200 W ., Suite A • 750-0366
and distance,for it is pretty
clear that wherever - or when•
ever.for that matter Samantha ends up for her college education. it's not likelyto
be Princeton,where Kelleyis
headed in the fall.But no.
writer MichaelSeitzman throws
$3
in an ancient plot device that
in effect arbitrarily takes
1
responsibilityaway from Kelley
:::}.;
and Samantha in regard to
. Sound in al.l'Thaa-=e~~ . •··,
workingout their destinies so
that the film may indulge in
some sure-fireheart-tugging.
STUART
LITTLE
CPG)
fri &Sat1JO
Sat2:2Q400
As contrived as Here on
Earth seems. it nonetheless
benefits from committed direc· ANNAANDTHEKINGCPGl3) Fri&Sat6:4~
9:30
tion by TV veteran Mark
SatH~400
Piznarskiin his feature debut.
Indeed, the film is sturdy
SNOWDAY
(PG)Fri&Sd~930Sat2£.Q430
enough to allow Klein and
Sobieskito shine.
Hartnett has the toughest
THESIXTHSENSE
O'Gl3)
Fri&Sat
9:00
role, for he has to become
noble and self-sacrificing.which
he manages to do without
GALAXY
QUEST
(PG)Fri&Satl2Q9:20
Sat21Q4:20
becoming either insufferableor
wimpy.Here on Earthis a finelooking film with much pastoral beauty and a quaint village setting,though its neatest
trick is to pass off Minnesota as
Massachusetts.
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The Polynesian Sh,dent Union plans a luau as one of its PolynesianWeek
activities.The week will alsoincludebananaeatingand the li,_nbo.

Polynesian Week to give
students a second chance
for Spring Break sun, fun
DEBBIE LAMB

Staff Writer

For those people who did
not go on their dream vacation for Spring Break, the
Polynesian Student Union is
sponsoring Polynesian Week
starting Monday.
Events include a luau
which will be held next
Friday at 5 p.m. in the
Taggart.Student Center ballroom.
The event will cost $10 for
adults and $7 for children
and will cover dinner, enter tainment and a dance following the luau.
Tickets are available at
the Ticket Office in the TSC.
"We really would like the
luau to be a mix between
the (Polynesian) community
and students." Kimberly
Kawakami, secretary of the
Polynesian Student Council,
said.
"The luau is totally informal dress because we want it
to be as close as possible to a
real luau: she said.
Kawakami said there will
be a lot of people in lava

lava's. The men are going to
have a traditional pig roasting.
She said the Polynesian
Student Union has combined
with Weber State
University's Polynesian
Student Union this year to
provide the entertainment.
·we practice three or
more times a week,"
Kawakami said. "It's so difficult getting everybody
together because it takes the
students from Weber an
hour to get here and then
we travel down there sometimes. too."
Throughout the week
there will be activities every
day - either on the TSC
patio or in the International
Lounge in the TSC. depending on the weather.
On Monday there will be
a blindfolded banana eating
contest.
Tuesday will feature a
limbo contest. Wednesday
there will be a hula hoop
contest. and Thursday students will have the chance to
learn different Polynesian
dances.

t :Srst
oftht)8rst1,,
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Justice opens probe of White House e-mails
WASHINGTON
(AP)- The
JusticeDepartment announced
Thursdayit has opened a criminal investigationinto how the
White House failedto review
thousands of e-mailsthat may
have been under subpoena.
Lawyersdivulgedmost of Vice
PresidentAl Gore'smessagesare
among the missing.
The White House failureto
archivevicepresidentiale-mails
before 1997 means that most of
Gore's electroniccorrespondence
was never reviewedto determine
whether some piecesshould be
turned over to investigators
lookingat Democraticfund-raising abuses.
"It appears that much, if not
all" of Gore'se-mailswere not
capturedby the White House
archivesystem.White House
counselBeth Nolan informed
Congressin a letter.
Nolan told lawmakersthey
are reviewingbackup tapes from
the vicepresidentiale-mail system to see if any of the e-mails
can be reconstructed.
The archivefailurewas "the
sole result of human mistakes
and entirelyunintentional."
Nolan said,explainingthat
Gore's officesimplyused a different e-mailsystemthat until

1997could not be archivedby
the normal White House system.
"Wehave found no indication
that those people producingdocuments (under subpoena)were
aware of this problem,"Nolan
wrote.
Butthe House Government
ReformCommittee,which is
investigatingthe e-mails,disclosedthat current White House
Chiefof StaffJohn Podestamay
have known about the e-mail
glitchback in the summer of
1998 in the midst of the
Lewinskyscandal.
The White Houseacknowledgesthat the glitchescaused
White House lawyersto fail to
reviewthousands of messagesto
see if they were responsiveto
subpoenasand should have
been turned over to Congressor
criminalinvestigatorsfrom the
many Clinton-eracontroversies.
Some of the e-mailsmay be lost
forever,aides said.
In a court filing,the Justice
Department divulgedit has
opened a criminalinvestigation
into the missinge-mails,and
allegationsby some White
House contractworkersthat
they were threatened by presidential aides never to disclose
the problemsto investigators.

The investigationwillbe conducted by the campaignfundraising task forcewhich had subpoenaed the e-mailsas part of
its overallinvestigationinto
fund-raisingabuses in the 1996
election.
The dual developments
Thursdayadded fresh fuel to a
controversythat alreadyhas
spilledinto the presidentialcampaign.RepublicanGeorgeW.
Bush raised the issueanew.
"Thisis a White House that
needs to let the sunshine in
when it comes to campaign
fundingallegations,"Bushsaid."I
look forwardto seeingwhere
those e-mailsare, and what was
in those e-mails."
The committeereleaseda
June 19, 1998 memo from a
presidentialaide to then-deputy
chiefof staff Podestainforming
him of an "anomalyin the system involvingthe Mail2server."
They also releaseda handwritten note suggestingthat
Podestaasked an aide "to brief
me on this."
Some private sector contract
employees,who were hired by
the White House to work on the
e-mail system,contended they
were threatened by White
House officialswith termination

NewJersey
. creates
.new:rules
,
-f~ridentifying
sex,offenders
·e·:::,

- and even prison - if they
told anyone about the breakdown.
TRENTON, NJ (AP)-Acting on orders from a federal
Investigatorsfrom indepenjudge,the state-attorney general ThursdayJssued new
dent counselsto congressional
. guidelines to make sureinformation about sexoffenders
committeesall might have an
isn't disseminated as widelyunder the so-,calledMegan's
interest in the missinge-mails,
law.
which could have been covered
The new regulations require anyone notified thata sex .
by subpoenas and document
offender
livesnear their nome or school to sign paperssayrequests.
ing
they
will
not disseminate the infonnation. The judge .
And plaintiffsin the civilsuit,
who ordered changes in the law said sex offenders' privacy
brought by individualscontending the White House improperly rights were being violatedunder the old system
Megan·sLaw is named forMegan Kanka.a 7-year-old
obtained and misusedtheir FBI
New Jerseygirl who was raped and murdered in.1994bya •
background files,sought e-mails
convictedsex offender who livedacrossthe street from her
as part of their document
home. Everyother state has some type of sexual offender ·
request.
law
modeled after Megan'sLaw.but many have come
.·••·
The JusticeDepartment disunder fire. .
.
·..
closedits investigationin a court
This
month,
the
U.S
•.
Supreme
Court
refused
to
reinstate
filingin that lawsuit,askingthe
rennsylyania'ssexual-predatorlaw,which.was thrownout, :
judge for more time to review
··bythat state's highest court on the ground that it violated .
the matter.
<lefendants' rights.
.
. ··
The delay was calleda "ploy"
..
Megan's
Law
categorizes
convicted
sex
offenders.in.
t
hree
.
by Larry Klaymanof Judicial
'. levels,based on the perceived danger they present For ·.,/' '
Watch,the conservativelegal
those offenders deemed most dangerous,the law allows ·····
organizationthat filed the $90
J)rosecutors
t<:>make publk an offender's name. age and
millionclassaction suit.
address. as wellas his job and itsJocation.· . ···
·
"Thisis not the first time the
.Butthe lawsays only people approved bya judge can
Clinton-GoreJustice
see that.information.
Underthe new tules,in order.to get
Department used its campaign
that
information,
people
mustsignc:1statement tb~t says ; , .
finance task forceas an excuse
the material is confidentialand that they ''will submit to .
to try to take evidenceaway
the jurisdiction of the court"
.
·
from the court," Klaymansaid,
<
If
they
don't
sign.
they
don't
get
all
the
details. said Rqger ·
adding he would oppose the
Shatzkin.a spokesman for Attorney GeneralJohn J.Farmer;
delay and seek court sanctionsif
Jr.One item Jeftout is fue sex offender'saddress. h,~ said.
the deadline is not met.
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Newly wealthy find riches bring unsettling changes
SAN FRANCISCO- Born of the
outrageous riches pouring from the
high-tech economy and the often
young age at which fortunes have
been amassed, a new malady has
emerged: sudden wealth syndrome.
The term was coined by San
Francisco Bay Area clinical psychologist Stephen Goldbart and psychotherapist Joan DiFuria, who
both noticed increasing psychological problems among the newly
minted multimillionaires they saw.
Although their clients' wealth
brought them comfort beyond
their wildest dreams, it also
brought a sense of isolation, uncertainty and imbalance - as if they
had been teleported into an alien
world that was very pleasant at
times but still completely strange.
"In a lot of ways, I was happier
living a simpler life," said one executive who wanted to remain
anonymous. ·rm not saying I'm a
miserable guy, but it is hard talking
to people about making this transition. Other people just think, · Shut
up! You have what everyone
dreams f.' What they don't understand is that change is always difficult, and sometimes it's painful."
The pursuit of wealth is a mainstay of the United States arguably the core of the American
dream. But, until recently, vast
wealth was achieved by only a

small percentage of Americans.
The roaring bull market of the
last few years and the seemingly
endless parade of high-flying initial
stock offerings have churned out
new millionaires at an unprecedented pace.
What some of the newly rich
have found is that amid the splendor of new Porsches and oceanview homes is a very human sense
that the frenzied pursuit of wealth
is not quite the fairy tale that it is
made out to be.
One Los Angeles entrepreneur
woke up one morning, after years
of struggling to build his business,
and found himself tens of millions
of dollars richer through the sale of
his company.
It was the ultimate high-tech
dream. Although he didn't believe
his good fortune at first, he eventually launched into a buying spree
of new cars and a multimillion-dollar home.
Then something else began to
creep into his life.
He found himself shadowed by
a gnawing anxiety that his money
could disappear as quickly as it
had come, and he felt a growing
gap with his old friends that made
it hard to talk about even the most
mundane things in life, like cars,
home repair and taxes.
·our property tax now is double

our old house payment for a year,"
said the executive, who spoke only
if his name was not revealed.
"How do you talk to other people
about that?"
In many ways, these are problems regular working people
would love to have. ·1 would trade
places with them in a second,"
said Jamie Watson, a 19-year-old
census clerk, as she trudged up a
Los Angeles street on her way to
catch a bus home. "If they have
that much money, they have
enough to make themselves
happy."
Few, if any, of the wealthy
would trade their new set of problems for those of the working
world.
But Goldbart and DiFuria, who
founded the Money, Meaning and
Choices Institute in the San
Francisco suburb of Kentfield, said
that physical comfort alone cannot
resolve many of the problems of
identity and meaning that people
spend a lifetime grappling with.
Sudden wealth syndrome is not
really about money at all, they say,
but about change - huge, lifealtering change that is as powerful
in reshaping life as work, divorce
and illness.
David Wellisch, a professor of
psychiatry at the Uqiversity of
California, Los Angeles, Medical

Who Is a Millionaire?
The United States has been swept by one of the greatest wealth booms
in history. New wealth hos flowed not just to those who own high-tech
companies or stock options in an internet start-up, but alto to the million, of
small inv.stors who have shored In the bull market and the millions more who
will soon share in the estimated $41 trillion to $135 trillion inheritance that
will pan between generations in the coming two decades.
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School, said it is not that different from
the countless other adjustment disorders
that spring from radical changes in life.
"It's a crisis of dislocation," Wellisch
said. "The dislocation is from former situations, surroundings, friends and your

idea of yourself."
Goldbart said some of the signs of
sudden wealth syndrome include feelings of being uncomfortably different
from friends and resentful of envy from
others.
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Lookingback
BIGWESTCHAMPIONS:

SPORTSEDITOR

USUbroke a lot of schoolrecordson its way
to the BigWest Championship.See Page 12.

797-1762
sports@statesman.usu.edu

Br_ingit on
Despite a 9-17 record, the
USU softball team is ready
for Big West action
AARON MORTON

Assistant Sports Editor

Bring on the Big West Conference.
Bring on New Mexico State
University.
Despite a 9-17 record in the preseason, the Utah State University
softball team is looking forward to
proving themselves in conference
play.
"We are looking to come out and
surprise some teams: senior first
baseman Sandy Taylor said.
The Aggies· poor record does not
tell the whole story. Nine of the 17
losses were to top-25 teams.
·we feel real good regardless of
the record." head coach Pam
McCreesh said. "Good things will
happen in conference.·
USU has its first shot of making
those ·good things· happen this

weekend as the team travels to Las
Cruces, N.M. to take on NMSU's
Aggies.
New Mexico State has a better
overall record, 14-17,but the team
dropped its first three BWC games.
They were swept by California State
University at Northridge.
Other than the record, McCreesh
said she doesn't know a lot about
NMSU. But that's not a concern, she
explained, as the team is just worried
about its business.
And according to the USU players,
their game is coming around.
"Everyone is positive," freshman
third baseman Stephanie Vasarhely
said. "(Our) chemistry is great now:
The team's pitching and defense
have grown more consistent,
McCreesh said.
·our pitching was on," Taylor said
of the team's road trip.

USUshortstopHeather Curtisdives to her right to cut off a grounderheadedfor the gap during practiceat JohnsonFieldin Febuary:

The Aggies shutout two teams and
held another to just one run in the
second half of USU's 14-game Spring
Break road trip - a trip some of the
players said fatigued them.
"We're a little tired right now:
Vasarhely said.
But after just two days off from
practice and five days after their last
game, USU is back on the road. And
the Southern Aggies are 5-5 at home
this season, where it can be difficult
to play.

They have some good hecklers.
Taylor said, adding that USU's fans
can be just as intimidating.
Aggie fans will get their first
chance April 1 at The LaRee and
LeGrand Johnson Field against the
University of the Pacific.
·we always have a big crowd.
when the weather is good," Taylor
said.
During the road trip, slugger
Taylor tied and broke the Utah State
record for career home runs . Taylor

Football team using spring to figure it all out

currently has 20 home runs , breaking Jennifer Power"sprevious record
of 18.
"It was kind of a relief," she said
about breaking the record.
Taylor is the lone senior on a
team that starts five freshmen. But
all the freshmen - including the
reserves - have filled in well. Three
of the team ·s top five hitters are
freshmen.
"They've taken on a lot of responsibility,"Taylor said.

1999 Review
·:

WADE DENNISTON

SeniorSports Writer

Is it too early to be talking pigskin?
The Utah State University football team,
which began spring ball on Monday, certainly
doesn't think so.
The Aggies lost 22 seniors (10 of whom were
in the program for five years) from last season's
squad that went 4-7 and are hoping to rebuild
a program that hasn"t been above .500 since
1996 (6-5).
In ·97, Utah State went 6-6, earning it a spot
in the inaugural Humanitarian Bowl,but fell to
3-8 the following year.
First-year head coach Mick Dennehy, who
saw 86 players report to the first day of practice
(26 of his own recruits). knows USU has a long
way to go before the season opener. Sept. 2. at
Texas Tech University.
"We've got a lot of work to do," Dennehy
said. "It's really hard evaluating kids when you
don't have pads on. There·s a lot of allAmericans that line up and (they're playing)
against air. But when you put the pads on and
put some people across from them. it creates a
little more realistic situation.
"We've got a lot of time left. and we're not in

any hurry. I think we've accomplished some
objectives that we had set for ourselves for the
first couple of days."
Two of those objectives were getting in an
adequate amount of the offense and defense
so the players could get a feel for the new system.
"Very pure and simple. Hopefully we can get
enough of our offense, and our defense in, to
where the Kids understand it well enough
where we can line up and start competing
against one another," Dennehy said.
And learning a new system shouldn't be too
difficult for the players, considering this may be
the third time some of them have had to do it
- which is one reason Dennehy said he thinks
the team can pick up quickly on his method.
"These guys have had so many coaches, (for)
some of them, it ought to be· easier on them
than it is on most," Dennehy said.
But Dennehy knows that some players may
have some negative feelings about learning a
whole new system again.
·1 think under the circumstances you can
hardly hold it against them to be cynical with a
new group of coaches coming in," Dennehy
said. "Some of these guys. throughout their
careers, have had four different position coach-

es. I think that's made it hard on them."
However, in order to be successful. the team
has to give the coaching staff a chance to turn
the program around.
"Like I asked them when we first got here,
'We're us; we're not them. Give us a chance,'"
Dennehy said. "'If we're going to have a chance
at all, it's going to be because we all believe in
one another. and you're going to have to
believe what we're telling you.'"
And one way everybody can get to that level
is by getting to know one another better, which
is another thing Dennehy would like to accomplish this spring.
"It's a big time for us because (we) haven't
had much of a chance to get to know all the
kids.· he said. "Also,get to know them from the
standpoint of who the players are in pecking
order on the depth chart. We'll try to get as
much of that established as we can.
"From a personality standpoint, we'll try to
find out who amongst the guys ...is going to
make plays for us? How are they going to
react? Who are our playmakers?"
The Aggies will continue to practice on
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays,
until April 14, when they host the Blue-White
game at Romney Stadium.
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USU Football

Fat ment businessmen and pizza - sounds like March Madness
THE HOB.SON
HUT/ CaseyHobson
Well it's hard to
believe, but we're already
down to the Sweet 16, and
I know there are a slew of
you who are wishing you
could have redoes on your
tournament bracket.
,
I can't say I blame
you either. I mean after all,
who in their right minds would have predicted
eight-seed North Carolina would defeat No. 1
seed Stanford?
Personally, I'm glad the Tarheels won that
one, but I would have never imagined it. It was
too far fetched. It is a Cinderella story at its
finest.
UNC is one of college basketball's most legt;l endary programs. Yet the 'Heels struggled all
l!j season and fell out of the Top 25. With an 18; 13 record, some people speculated as to
IQ whether North Carolina would even get an at!:!: large bid. The mighty Tarheels, who went to
~ the Final Four three different times in the '90s,
~ were a bubble team at season's end , and there
B was uncertainty in Chapel Hill surrounding
~ head coach Bill Guthridge's job.
l
But with its victory over Stanford on Sunday,
North Carolina not only ruined everyone's
Cincinnati'sKenyonMartin (4).seen hereblockinga shot,
tournament brackets but it also erased the
brokehis legjust beforethe NCAA lo11rnament.
Martin's
injury may havecost the Bearcatsa shot at the nationaltitle. mediocrity surrounding its season - or at least

Aggies
AND
Saturday
Softball

Utah State at New
Mexico State, 5 p.m.

oTHER

Spring

Training

Today

Pittsburghvs. Atlanta
Houston vs. LosAngeles
Toronto vs. Cincinnati .
New YorkYankeesvs. Florida
Baltimorevs. St. Louis
Montreal vs. Minnesota

temporarily scribbled over it.
Welcome to March Madness. No one
expected North Carolina to still be here, and
few expected Kentucky, Cincinnati and
Arizona to be gone . That's what makes this
time of year so exciting. It's the miracle of
March. It comes in like a lamb, but leaves as a
Wildcat, Jayhawk, Blue Devil or Wolverine.
Think about it. This tournament is unparalleled in sports. One loss and you' re out - winner takes all. Size, talent and history don't matter. It's a time when the smallest of schools can
beat the most legendary programs in the country, and it happens each year (Can you say
Gonzaga?) Any given team on any given night
can walk off the floor with a victory - like
Utah State almost did against defending champion University of Connecticut. No other sport
matches it.
Oh, the NFL playoffs are similarly structured
(lose once and you're history), but the games
are so strung out that it's hard to stay excited
unless your team goes all the way . The intensity just doesn't carry over from week to week.
But the NCM tournament is perfect. Those
who win take the court again just two days
later, laying it all on the line. There 's no home
court advantage (in most cases), and just when
the country is about to OD on basketba ll, the
teams take a week off to regroup and gear up

for another weekend of war.
I repeat, there' s nothing else like it in the
sporting world . Kids skip school , grown men
stay home from work and pizza parlors take in
so much money they could probably hibernate
the rest of the year and still do fine.
It's not just overweight guys in sweatstained, white tank tops that get excited for the
tournament. It's businessmen in suits with
briefcases , teachers , bus drivers, bankers, construction workers (many of whom are included
in the category of tank top-wearing, overweight
guys), retired folk and more. Business transactions are made between games and life-long
friendships begin in the bathroom lines.
Outside the World Series, this is the time of
year when we are closest to world peace. This
is the season when dreams come true. And for
the fans in Chapel Hill who suffered through
North Carolina's worst season in over 10 years,
those dreams have been Tarheel blue so far in
this season 's tournament.
And as long as dreams are coming true,
maybe someone will beat Duke. I doubt it will
happen , but it is March Madness, and anything
is possible.

CaseyHobson, a juniorfrom Boise,Idaho,is the
sportseditorat the Statesman. E-mailhim at
hobson1iut@hotmail.com

AcT10N
Texas vs. Boston
KansasCity vs. Tampa Bay
Colorado vs. Arizona
Chicago White Sox vs.
Milwaukee at Phoenix
Anaheim vs. San Diego
San Francisco (ss) vs. Oakland
Philadelphiavs. Detroit.
Seattle vs. San Francisco (ss)

Checkthe Statesman every
Monday,Wednesdayand
Fridayfor completeand
in-depthlooksat all Aggie
sportingevents.Findus on the
Webat www.statesrruzn.usu.edu
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Suns lose Kidd, talk Johnson out
of retirement as replacement
PHOENIX (AP)- Jason
Kidd? Out of the picture.
Kevin Johnson? Out of the
NBA nearly two years, he's
back in.
The Phoenix Suns might
have ended their run of bad
luck with a master stroke signing Johnson to play point
guard for them hours after
Kidd broke an ankle.
Johnson, 34, a three-time
All-Star who hasn't played
since the 1997-98 season, was
the Suns' floor leader until
they acquired Kidd in
December 1996. He signed a
contract Thursday to finish
the season.
Kidd broke a bone high in
his left ankle one second
before halftime Wednesday
night against Sacramento.
Doctors inserted three support screws during a successful, two-hour operation
Thursday.
·
The injury was a serious
blow to Phoenix, which lost
forward Tom Gugliotta for the
season when he tore ligaments in his left knee March
10, and guard Rex Chapman
because of an appendicitis
attack last week. Earlier in the
season, coach Danny Ainge
resigned, Gugliotta had a
near-fatal seizure, and Penny
Hardaway and Shawn Marion
were injured.
"When you list the players
who have gone down with illness and injury, it's like taking
a number of bullets and still
be standing," CEO Jerry
Colangelo said. "It's a tremendous accomplishment, and I
think the job that the players
and coaching staff under Scott
Skiles - what they've done
and accomplished - makes it
a very special team. This is
some icing on the cake. To
bring back someone the caliber, as a player and a person,
of Kevin Johnson under these
circumstances makes it very
unique."
The beaming Johnson
joined the team shootaround.
He handled the ball, joked
with teammates and spoke
quietly with assistant coach
John Macleod.

He skipped the trip to Los
Angeles to play the Lakers on
Friday night, remaining in
Phoenix to practice. but will
suit up Sunday in a home
game against Golden State.
"He left at the top of his
game and it wasn't that long
ago," Colangelo said. "So
you've got a young, athletic
body, and all we're talking
about is timing."
"I had a hard time taking
two days off, but I was certainly not as gifted an athlete as
Kevin Johnson," said Skiles,
who said Randy Livingston
would start at the point for
the time being, with shooting
guard Hardaway sharing some
of the responsibility of breaking opponents' traps and getting the ball into the frontcourt.
Johnson said he stayed in
good enough shape to enter
10-kilometer races, but avoided playing basketball so he
wouldn't be tempted to
resume his 11-year career.
However, he said he felt an
obligation to help the Suns,
who acquired him from
Cleveland on Feb. 25, 1988.
"The organization said,
"We're in a bind, and you're
the only one that can help us,'
"Johnson said. "You get a call
like that from (senior vice
president) Cotton Fitzsimmons
on behalf of Jerry and (president) Bryan Colangelo, you
realize it's something you have
to consider. It's like your country calling you. You have to
accept that challenge."
Johnson knew he was going
to return as soon as he spoke
with Fitzsimmons. who called
while the game was still in
progress.
Kidd is questionable for the
playoffs, and Skiles said
Johnson's name leaped at him
when he got to the bottom of
a list compiled by Fitzsimmons
and Bryan Colangelo.
Johnson ranks 10th in the
NBA with 6,687 career assists.
He is the Suns· career assists
leader (6,494) and third in
scoring with 12,707 points,
averaging 18.0 points per
game.

Johnson's career assist average of 9.2 trails only John
Stockton, Magic Johnson and
Oscar Robertson, and he is
only the sixth player to record
11.500 points. 6,000 assists.
2.000 rebounds and 1,000
steals.
He averaged at least 20
points and 10 assists from
1988-91. Only four other players accomplished that feat Nate Archibald. Johnson,
Robertson and Isiah Thomas.
"'Seeinghim here made me
happy, and once they said he
signed I was really happy,
because I know what he can
bring to this team," Hardaway
said. "Kevin put pressure on
the defense his entire career
and made life hard on a lot of
people. I'm sure he still can do
it."'

Not a Religion,Not a Philosophy...an Experiencein Ecstasy!
Saturday,March25, 5:30 p.m.- 7 p.m.
Room335 in the TaggartStudentCenter(TSC)
Formoreinformation
email:manhattan_meditalion@yahoo.com
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Visit the
manufacturing
showroomat
Marcelle:s
where
you can create
a beautiful piece
of jewelryas
uniQueas
your love.

Allengagement
rings
$ I5000
forthegold.

Edmonds
gone,Beltrestaying
.
(AP)- Jim Edmonds finally
is leaving Anaheim, Adrian
Beltre is staying in Los Angeles,
and Al Martin made a difficult
return to the San Diego Pad,es
clubhouse.
After months of speculation,
the Angels sent their two-time
Gold Glove outfielder
Edmonds to the St. Louis
Cardinals on Thursday for 18game winner Kent Bottenfield
and second baseman Adam
Kennedy.
"When it started to become
apparent that we might be able
to fill two of our needs, it was
such an attractive deal that it
just made a lot of sense to us,"
Angels GM Bill Stoneman said.
Starting pitching has been a
major question mark for the
Angels, who lost ace Chuck
Finley to the Cleveland Indians
via free agency during the offseason. Bottenfield gives them
a proven starter.
Bottenfield went 18-7 with a
3.97 ERAlast season, and made
the NL All-Star team. He
entered la~t year having won
just 18 big-league games.
Edmonds hit .250 with five
homers and 23 RBIsin just 55
games last season after ~ing
sidelined until August while
recovering from surgery on his
right shoulder.
"When you get an opportunity to get a guy of Edmond's
stature, you can't pass it up,"
Cardinals GM Walt Jocketty
said.
Beltre agreed to a $5.05 million, three -year contract with
the Dodgers, ending a three-

BECOME

month dispute and assuring
he'll remain as the team's third
baseman.
"It was my first choice to be
here. and I appreciate that I'm
going to stay here," Beltre said.
The agreement calls for the
plcfyers'association to dismiss
the grievance filed against
baseball seeking free agency
for Beltre.
Commissioner Bud Selig
ruled in December that the
Dodgers signed Beltre before
his 16th birthday in 1994. and
fraudulently altered documents to make the signing
appear legal under baseball
rules.
"'Ifeel as if a major cloud
has been lifted," Dodgers chairman Bob Daly said.
At Peoria, Ariz., Martin
returned to the Padres for the
first time since being jailed
Monday night and went 2-for-2
as San Diego beat Arizona 5-4.
Martin, charged with assault
in a domestic violence case,
singled to right in the first
inning and hit a ground-rule
double to right-center in the
third, both off Armando
Reynoso, before leaving the
game.
"It was good to come out
and get back to doing something that you do naturally,"
Martin said. "Being around the
guys. they were absolutely
great."
Meanwhile, Yankees outfielder Tim Raines, who stole
807 bases in his 21-year career
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USU shook up the BigWest conference

· ; ·i

socks. Often.

AARON MORTON

Assif:tantSports Editor

Change engine oil at recommended intervals
and you'll go a long way to prolong the
life of your GM car cir truck.

After a surprisingbasketballseason that saw
the Aggiesgo a perfect 19-0in conferenceplay
and receiveonly their second NCAAinvitation
in 12 years,the Aggieswilltry to continue to
improveand prepare for the 2CXX>-01
season.
Despite being pickedto finish as low as
fourth or fifth in the BigWest Conference's
Eastern Division,USVwent on to win the conference title in impressivefashion.
·we·re tickledto death,"assistant coach
RandyRahe said."When it's unexpectedlike
that, it makes it all that more rewarding."
But the season'ssuccesscould actuallyturn
into a negativenext year if expectationsare too
high. New MexicoState Universityfellvictimto
high expectationsthis season.as they were predictedto finish first in the Eastern Division.
Despite reachingthe BWCtournament final
and making it into the NIT.many fans thought
the season was a failure,Rahe said.
"Highexpectationsmake it miserablefor the
coaches,playersand fans,"he said.
After all, the Aggieswillhave to replaceTroy
Rolle,the team's only senior this year.
"That'sgoing to be a big hole to fill."Rahe
said."Troyhas been a wonderful player:
Rolleplayedstrong in the late stagesof the
season.includingthe 75-67 lossto defending
champion Universityof ConnecticutHuskies
where he led all scorerswith 18 points.
The opening minutes of the game reflected
USU'sinexperiencein the NCAAtournament
The Aggiesseemed to be shell-shockedand didn't find a grooveuntil late in the first half.
Rahe said the environment was so new and
distractingthat the team didn't quite know how
to handle it The first thing the team said after
the loss is ·we have got to get back here,"
accordingto Rahe.
And the journey back willstart soon.
After about a week and a half off, the team
willstart weightliftingand pick-upgames followedby individualworkoutswhere coaches
work with two or three playersat a time.
Meanwhile,the USUcoachingstaff willbe
recruiting for future teams. Rahe said they are
not lookingfor any type of playerin particular,
just good players.
The coachingstaff willalso be hammering
out next year's season schedule.The BigWest
willlook differentnext year,but the preseason
scheduleshould be similarto this year, po~bly
includinganother top-notch tournament ~e
this season'sMaui Classic.
USUturned in a contract for the Top of the
Worldtournament in Fairbanks,Alaska.The
Aggiesare waiting to be invited,and Rahe said
he thinks USUhas a good chance to get in.
The Maui Classicwas a big confidencebooster for the Agmesas they provedthe couldplay
top programslike the Universityof Floridaand
Universityof Southern California.
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• USU became just the third team in
Big West history to finish the conference season undefeated.
• Set a school record for wins in a
season with a 27-5 record.

Match your iMac or your mood.
Available in Grape, Blueberry,
Tangerine, Lime and Strawberry

• Reached 20 wins quicker than any
USU basketball team in history . The
Aggies reached the 20-win plateau
on Feb. 17,just two days quicker
than the 1997-98 team.

iWatch
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• Set school record for consecutive
road wins at nine games.
• As of March 11, USU had third ·
most victories in the country. Only
Tulsa (29) and Iowa State (28) had
more.

www.statesnian;usu.ec1u}:'

Computer Solutions
USU Computer Center 135

• Head coach Stew Morrill received
Big West Coach-of-the-Year honors,
becoming the third USU coach to
win the award.
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before being sidelinedwith
Lupus,announced his retirement.
,
"I guesswe all have an
alarm for when it's time for
your career to end, and I felt
like my alarm went off two
weeks ago,"Rainessaid.
New Yorkgot some good
news when RamiroMendoza
threw five shutout innings as
the Yankeessnapped a sixgame losing streak with a 2-0
win over the Boston RedSoxin
Tampa, Fla.
Mendoza, bidding for the
No. 5 spot in the Yankees'rotation. gave up three hits, struck
out three and hit a batter.

"I wish I get the opportunity
to be the fifth starter,"
Mendoz.asaid. "If the teams
decidesto sent me back to the
bullpen, I'll do the best I can."
In other games:
Cardinals 16, Marlins0
At Jupiter,Fla.,Mark
McGwirehomered in his third
consecutivegame and Larry
Sutton hit a grand slam for St.
Louis. McGwirewent 2-for-3,
raisinghis spring average to
.382in 13 games.He has 16
RBIsand has four homers after
a slowstart.
Reds9, Pirates 7
At Sarasota,Fla.. Ken Griffey
Jr.hit his sixth spring homer,
hitting a two-run homer in the
first off Pete Schourek.who got
hit hard in an important outing for the left-hander.
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•Ifwe don't believe in freedom of
expression for people we despise,we
don't believe in it at all."
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Permit holders
not criminals

$42.4

billion

Tothe

The March 22 editorial, "In Our Opinion," promotes the idea of making our churches and universities "no safe zones" where "guns have no place" and
then deceitfully implies that CCW permit holders are
somehow the cause of violent crimes involving
firearms . I'm not sure whose "our opinion" is, but it is
certainly not mine nor was it the 76 percent of the students who voted in the University of Utah's Academic
Senate.
The editorial correctly acknowledges that crime
exists and that innocent people are sometimes killed.
Seldom, if ever, are these heinous crimes ever involving a CCW permit holder as the instigator or victim.
These increasingly frequent tragedies have a.distinct
•UNITID PRfss absence of CCW permit holders present. If one honINTERNATIONAL• estly looks at the situation they will find that CCW
permit holders are polar opposites of violent criminals
and troubled youth. It is an outright lie to put CCW
•
permit holders in the same category as criminals.
The several people I know with CCW permits
LETTERS
unflinchingly accept and understand the concept of
Lengthshouldbe
self-responsibility . They are active and concerned
limitedlo ~50worqs. members of their communities, have strong families,
All ldters may beshort- respectable employment or are excellent students,
ened, editedar rejected respect and abide by the laws, and are without short
far reasonsofgoodtnste, tempers. It is my opinion that nearly all CCW permit
holders are an asset to a safe society and would make
redundancyar volume
ideal role models for youth and adults.
of$im11arletters.
The University of Utah's policy that bans legally
Noarwnymousletters carried concealed firearms on campus effectively
insures psychopaths will meet no resistance in carrywill bepublished.
ing out their evil designs. This places student's and
faculty ' s divine rights of "life, liberty, and the pursuit
Writersmust signall
of happiness" in the hands of the lunatic. The only
letters,with phOHe
hope they then have is the local law enforcement.
numberand student
Tl-\is
might be an appropriate time to remember the
numberclearlystated.
horrible scene at Columbine where the law enforceLettersrepresenting ment waited outside until conditions were safe to
groups- ar marethan enter while the death toll increased within the "no
oneindividual- must safe zone."
This policy expands "no safe zones" by disempowhavea singularrepresentativeclearlystated, ering responsible citizens while aiding criminals to be
more confident and successful in victimizing defense· with all nea=iry ID
less citizens and students.

About

and information.

Craig Huntzinger

Writersmust wait 21
daysbefaresubmitting
successiveJetlers- no
exceptions.

Lake Powell signs
informed all of event

Letterscnn be hand
deliveredor mm1edto
TheStntesmn11
in lite
TSC 319,or cnnbe
e-ma;/edat

The success of the supporters of the controversial
campaign to drain Lake Powell is entirely dependent
upon gaining public sympathy for their goals. It's
actually
in their best interest to make those who
ediJo,@
would criticize their views into suspected wrongdosblttsmlln.UBU.tdu
ers. One example of this is the recent claim that vandals tore down flyers around campus.
Whether this vandalism was real or imagined is
STAFF
beside the point, because the profusion of pink signs
posted during the week of that meeting allowed
Eo!roR·IN-OlllF.
JaredSimer almost anyone paying attention to be informed of the
event. Even if everyone who attended that night
NC'JS
£DITOII:
VickyCampbeII removed flyers to take them to the meeting , a myriad
of ads would have remained .
f£ATUR£S
EDITOR:
As a matter of fact, here we are, two weeks later,
JustinBerry
and a few of those many signs are still in place and
Si'olllS EDITOR:
OlseyHobson the chalk graffiti advertising "Drain Lake Powell" is
still an eyesore upon the TSC. Thankfully, the freel'HorO EDITOR:
Liz Mnudsley market competition for ad space on the many billboards and walls around campus will soon entirely
COPl'EDITOII:
HeatherFredricksonreplace those old signs and hopefully, Mother Nature
will do us a favor and wash away the ugly chalk
WIREEDITOR:
LlluraBellamy scrawls that remain on the buildings, scribbled there
by lake-draining adherents.
E.ooORW.
BOW>:

Statesman

faredSterzer
HentherFredrickson
DougSmeath
LenhCuiler

all been set up without the knowledge
or blessings of our state agencies (they
are aware of it now). To me, this reeks
of an elitist attitude that can give fly
fisherman a bad name. The whitefish,
as you all know , was here long before the introduction of the assorted trouts (cutts excluded). Cache
Anglers is poised to take a stance opposing this activity, including a few letters to Willow Valley, the
Herald Journal and Orvis headquarters.
If Willow Valley wanted to pull something like this
on their own property, that would be one thing. But
encouraging wanton waste of a valuable resource on
public land is not only illegal, it says something on
where "the sport" made be headed - right down the
crapper.

EDITOR

Estimated
amount that
will be spent on
weddings this
year, with an
averageof
$18,874per
wedding.
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Aleisha Baker

Whitefish Derby a
waste of resources

You may or may not have heard of the upcoming
"Whitefish Derby," March 31 to April 1, sponsored by
Willow Valley "Sportsman" (and I use the term loosely) of Paradise. They are offering $1,500 in prizes for
the biggest and most whitefish, taken from our public
waters. They are charging a $1 O fee to enter, with the
apparent goal of removing as many of these "non desired" species from the waters as possible. This has

Dan Miller

Glen Canyon Dam does
have positive effects
As a native citizen of Page, Ariz., the site of the
much talked about Glen Canyon Dam, I feel it is my
duty to give a different point of view on all this cheap
talk about draining Lake Powell. First, much of the
statistics and evidence cited in the article found in the
Statesman were false, or greatly exaggerated. While
the Dam itself does not produce a mass amount of
power, the Navajo Generating Station, operated by
SRP, provides power to a number of highly populated
places such as Arizona, Las Vegas, and a large part of
Southern California.
It may surprise you, but the plant also relies on the
lake for operation. In response to the fact that Indian
ruins and such are now covered by water, I would
like to point out that they have been covered by water
for a long time, and can be considered completely
destroyed.
If you were to drain the lake, you would be left
with a large bathtub ring, not to mention a huge mud
land, that yes, would contain a fair amount of waste.
Yes, the ecosystem, and ruins of the past have been
destroyed by the dam. That is sad, but tearing the dam
cannot bring back the past.
There is a beautiful new ecosystem that has developed around the lake now. Currently California
Condors are finding a new home in this beautiful
area, and are doing much better than other Condors
around the country. It is a beautiful recreation area on
which Page is based. If you were to tear down the
dam, you would destroy the present ecosystem, and
destroy a town which provides power and enjoyment
for many.

JohnathanNelson

Seating problem stems
from lack of student
attendance
While Jake Chase's letter on student seating in
Friday's edition of the paper raised a valid complaint,
I believe it overlooked a much bigger issue. The seating problem in the student section could have been
solved a long time ago if students would have filled
their section before the last game of the season. It has
always baffled me how the Spectrum remains half
empty until 1) we play Utah or BYU, 2) the game is
televised on ESPN or 3) our basketball team reels off
the longest winning streak in the nation.
Besides a core group of faithful students, attendance is usually spotty at best. The ushers Chase
spoke with aren't used to a sold out Spectrum
because it rarely happens. If students would fil I their
section consistently, the athletic department would
know of the high interest and take the steps to preserve student seats.
There are few valid excuses for students not attend ing every home game. USU has always played well at
home and students have essentially paid for their
game ticket with student fees. Don't let the money go
to waste. Fill the Spectrum and Romney Stadium for
every game next year, whether USU's playing BYU or
California State University of Aroma Therapy. Besides
protecting student seating, the increased support
might motivate some Cache Valley locals to attend a
few more games themselves, and help USU get into a
better conference . But then, those are topics for
another letter.

room. I
haven't read a book, jogged or
done anything worthwhile
since. Oh sure, I reassure
myself that I'm only watching
"quality" programming like
CNN, the History Channel,
ESPN and the Cartoon
Network. However, I can't
deny that sometimes, when
my eyes are extra hazy (usually during a commercial featuring a talking baby or cat), I can
actually see brain cells committing suicide from the top of
my forehead.
My hope is that they are
wearing tiny sweaters with
things fike "geometry knowledge" and "bad childhood
memory involving SeaWorld"
written on them. But I can't
keep assuming that the cells
that are dying are also the most
useless ones. One of these
days, an extra fat one with an
XXL "short term memory"
double-knit will plummet past
my eyes and into my "Crunch
and Munch" box.
To be fair to myself (which I
always strive to be), I got sick
right after I first put the boob
tube by my bed. So it's not like
I had a choice whether to
become dependent or not.
Some may wonder how a
head-cold can paralyze a man
for five straight days, but those
same peopfe have probably
not heard that "Law and
Order" is now on A&E four
times a day. Is it a crime to be
interested in the goings-on of
our criminal justice system? I
rest my case.
And that was before another springtime diseasehit- I'm
talking "March Madness" baybeee! Set a 64-team bracket in
front of a March Madman like
myself, and he will gaze at it in
wonder for hours and murmur
things like " Gonzaga, hmm.
Cinderella, hmm." If you
haven't noticed this occurring
anywhere lately, or are now
asking yourself, "what's a gonzaga?" then you are living in
the sheltered Land of Estrogen,
and I suggest that you stay
sheltered until April.
So anyway, now I've
become the poster boy for
SLOTH (Sedentary Lovers of
Televised Hypnosis). Soon
some anti-TV group will use
me like the American Cancer
Society usesthe picture of that
charred, shriveled lung to
drive home the point about
smoking and emphysema to
school children. I'll be pie-

tured in a Dr. Pepper and
drool-stained T-shirt, jamming
Crunch and Munch and my
own brain cells into my mouth
with one hand and unconsciously changing channels
with the other. " Do you want
to look like THIS guy? Then
you'd better read a book or go
play outside! NOW!"
I also realize that the things
I'm watching may lead me
down a path to harder and
harder stuff. Studies have
shown that if you watch "Egglaying Toads: The Warty
Sorority" and "Feeble French
Resistance of World War 11"
long enough, you will eventually develop a craving for
reruns of "The A-Team" and
VH-1 's "Behind the Music:
Poison!" And we all know
where THAT leads. Before you
know it, your sitting in your
own puke switching between
"Baywatch" and "WWF SteelCage Pecs-tacular" and chanting "Jerry ... Jerry ..."
I've tried to snap out of it.
Just the other night, I attempted to read "Angela's Ashes"
while watching a Jazz game,
but I kept picturing Karl
Malone as a miserable Irish kid
and Jerry Sloan as his sickly
mother and I gave it up. I'm
also going to try and proofread
this artide before handing it
in, but I must admit that even
as I write this sentence, I'm
wondering what wacky things
they came up with on "Talk
Soup" today.
I remember a day (though
barely, because THAT brain
cell is looking over my forehead and threatening he'll "do
it" if I watch one more second
of "Dr . Katz") when ... you
don't remember what I was
saying before that parenthetical statement, do you? How 's
YOUR memory doing?
What I was saying was that
I remember a day when I used
to look with disdain on those
who sold their souls to the
"rectangle commercial -hole"
(thought that nickname up
myself).
I don't know how I went
from tele-phobe to tele-phile
in a month's time, but let this
be a warning to all of you who
would still rather read "A Tale
of Two Cites" than watch
"Tales From the Crypt." Have
your roommates hide the
remote, cut the electrical lines
to your apartment complex .
Do whatever it takes while
you still have enough brain
cells to, like, um, read and uh,
write or something. Uh huh
huh huh.

Kevin Peel is a senior majoring in English. His column
appearsevery Friday in The
Utah Statesman.

The simple life
GRANT
SINCLAIR/ TMS CampusNews Service
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and then one day a bulldozer
Am~r~caan~pushes its way into your tiny
I often take world bringing with it a road,
electricity, archeologists and
eventually tourists. The second thing that struck me was
how relatively unchanged the
lives of the Mayans of that vilno logy
lage have been over the past
hasaffordedus as a society.
thousand years.
On a recent trip to the
Two things have had an
Yucatan Peninsula in Mexico, impact on their lifestyle: cars
I rode through a small Mayan and electricity. They know of
village on the way to the ruins the outside world now, yet
at Coba, which lie surrounded many choose to remain in this
by miles of some of the thick- simple, yet harsh existence in
est jungle in the world.
the jungles of the Yucatan.
As I rode through on a secWhile we were upset over
ond-class Mexican bus, a spry the Y2K bug and all of the
elderly woman stooped and expected societal downfall,
asked to ride the bus. It was life went on as usual in that
apparent that the woman Mayan village. They seem
barely spoke Spanish and was very content without the traphaving some difficulty com- pings of modern civilization.
municating with the driver.
Maybe we could learn someAs
I
watched
this thing from them.
exchange, three thoughts
This student written column
struck me. The first was an
intense desire to interview the appearedThe Sentinel and was
distributedby TMS Campus
Derek Jensen woman. Could you imagine
News Service mediaservices.
being so isolated for so long,
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ATLANTA{AP)Mississippiansbattle the bulge
with less successthan the rest
of us - 22 percent of them are
obese -while nearly 25 percent of Texanshave no health
insurance, and more than half
of North Dakotans say they
don't alwayswear a seat belt.
Which state has the most
drinkers? Wisconsin,where
residents also confessed to the
most binge drinking.
The findings come from the
Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention,which on
Thursday released a survey of
health behavior broken down
by race and ethnic groups for
each state and Puerto Rico.
The numbers, culled from
1997 telephone interviews
with 134,000people, highlight
continuing disparities between
whites and other racial groups
when it comes to such factors
as high blood pressure, obesity
and lack of access to medical
care.
The report, which contains
data on 20 health topics,is the
first time the CDC has collated
such a wide range of information for each state on a comparative basis,said the report's
author, Julie Bolen of the
CDC's National Center for
Chronic Disease Prevention
and Health Promotion.
The report is intended to
help state health departments
.., compare their prevention
activitiesto those of other
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CDC releases survey showiny
Americans' bad health behavior

states and see which are sucthe past month. Only 6.3 perbetween the groups. People
cessful.
cent of those in Maryland
with more education generally
"This is the first time we've admitted to binge drinking, or
have higher-payingjobs and
put it all under one cover to
having five or more drinks on
are then more likely to have
compare states,"she said. "It's
a single occasion.That was the health insurance and use the
a good chance for people
lowestbinge-drinkingrate in
health care system.
across the country to see how
the nation.
The survey is obviouslylimthey're doing."
The report found bad news ited by how honest survey
The Clinton administration concerning colorectalcancer
participants were. For examwants to eliminate racial and
screening.
ple, obesity rates were calcuethnic health disparities by
Fewerthan a third of adults lated based on how tall and
2010 in six areas: cancer,carover 50 reported having comheavy people described themdiovasculardisease,diabetes,
pleted a home blood stool test, selves.
HIVand AIDS,immunization
with 18 percent the median
"I would guess that plenty
and infant mortality.
response.Maine led the coun- of us minimize our weight. I
Bolen said the report is
try in such screening,with 28.5 doubt anybody's going to tell
designed to further that goal,
percent. Only 9.3 percent of
you they weigh more than
especiallyas non-whites are
Mississippiresidents had perthey do," Bolen said, calling
projected to make up nearly
formed such a test.
the obesity figures "conservahalf the U.S.population by
Georgians called themselves tive estimates."
2050.
the most sedentary, with more
The obesity rate was lowest
The survey topics included
than 51 percent reporting no
in Colorpdo at 11.9percent.
Pap tests, seat belt use and cig- leisure-time physicalactivity.
In North Dakota, 59.8 perarette smoking.
Utah had the highest activity
cent of survey participants
Texas led the nation in the
rate at 17.2percent.
said they don't always wear a
percentage of uninsured resiThe CDC said socioecoseat belt. Californians buckled
dents mainly because of its
nomic factors and education
up the most - only 12.8 perlarge Hispanic population.
levels are believed to be
cent said they don·t always put
Nearly half of the state's
responsible for the differences on the belt.
Hispanics- 44.9 percent said they had no health insurUNHEALTHY
IN AMERICA
ance. Bycontrast, only 6.1 percent of Hawaiianssaid they
22 - PercentofMississippians thelastthreeyea-rs
had no insurance.
who areobese · ,
.
Women in Georgia reported
17.2- Percento}Utahnswho
the highest rate of having a
physical
· 25 - P-ercen.t
of Texanswithout receiveleisure-time
Pap test within the preceding
activity.
healthinsurance
three years - 92 percent ·6.1- Percentof Hawaiians 59.8-P ercentofNorth
while Puerto Ricanswere the
withoutinsurance
·
_·Dakota.ns
who don'tweara seatlowestat 71.8percent.
belt
Utah and Puerto Rico
92 "'"';
Percentof Georgians
r.yho
reported the least drinking,
;.Informatiottcourlesy
ofAssoc:IA1ID
.
had
received
a
Pap
test
within
~
defined as having a drink in
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WASHINGTON(AP)- Scientistshave
discovereda significant,even surprising,
warming of the world's oceans over the
past 40 years, providingnew evidence that
computer models may be on target when
they predict the Earth's warming.
The broad study of temperature data
from the oceans, dating to the 1950s,
shows average temperatures have
increased more than expected - about
half a degree Fahrenheit closer to the
surface, and one-tenth of a degree even
at depths of up to 10,000 feet.
The findings, reported by scientists at
the National Oceanic and )\tmospheric
Administration. also may explain a
major puzzle in the global warming
debate: why computer models have
shown more significant warming than

actual temperature data.
Global warming skepticscontend that if
the computer models exaggeratewarming
that already has occurred.they should not
be trusted to predict future warming.The
models have shown higher temperatures
than those found in surface and atmospheric readings. But now,the new ocean
data may explain the difference,scientists
said.
In the NOAAstudy.scientistsfor the
first time have quantified temperature
changes in the world'sthree major ocean
basins and at such depths.
~wrtveknown the oceans could absorb
heat, transport it to subsurfaceoepths and
isolate it from the atmosphere. Now we
see evidencethat this is happening,"said
SydneyLevitus,chief of NOAA:sOcean

Bowmansaid the downtown
Phoenix training exercisewas
to involveless than 75
Continuedfrom Page2
Marines,though 300 were
significantfactors at risk. Why brought for the total training
mission.Thursday'snight exertake the chance?"
Marine ExpeditionaryUnits, cise was to be replaced with
training in a remote location,
like the 13th, have been training for urban warfare in real
he said.
The 13th Marine
cities since about 1985.Each
ExpeditionaryUnit performed
involvedifferent scenarios,but
two similar urban exercisesin
they are designed to teach
the Phoenix area: one in Mesa
Marines to rescue hostages,
and one in Goodyear.
evacuateciviliansand deliver
An exercisescheduled for
humanitarian aid.
Chandler was canceledafter
Capt. Rob Winchester,a
local officialsvoicedconcerns
Pentagon spokesman for the
that it would aggravatean
Marine Corps, said the
already tense situation created
Marines conduct four or five
such training missionsper year. when the Immigrationand
NaturalizationServiceswept
The number of Marines
involvedvaries, but the seven- hundreds of people off the
to-10 day missions can involve streets in 1997,not all of whom
were illegalimmigrants.
severalhundred.

MARINES
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I
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CHALLENGING TECHNOLOGY MINUTE TO MINUTE
SCHLUMBERGER
givesyou the finest technology,training and support in
the world. Then gives you the autonomy to prove your mettle. Accept
the challenge. Push your limits. Theview is great at the top.
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Climate Laboratoryand principal author
of the study.
Levitusand fellowscientists,who have
worked on the project for seven years.
examined temperature data from more
than 5 million readingsat various de2ths
in the Pacific,Atlanticand Indian oceans,
from 1948 to 1996.
They found the Pacificand Atlantic
oceans have been warming since the mid1950s,and the Indian Ocean since the
early 1960s,accordingto the study published in the journal Scienceon Friday.
The greatest warming occurred from
the surface to a depth of about 900 feet,
whetethe aver-ageheat content increased
by 0.56 degrees Fahrenheit Water as far
down as 10,000feet was found to have
gained on average0.11degrees Fahrenheit.

AIDspatients and money for
drugs and other services.
Continuedfrom Page2
About $505 millionwent to
the 51 citieswith more than
program that has provided
2,000cumulativeAIDScases
nearly $8 billionto citiesand
during the past fiveyears.
states.It is up for reauthoriz.a- States,whose share is based on
tion by Congressthis year.
residentswith AIDS,received
Phoenixreceived$3,133for
$738 million.
1,670people with AIDSin 1997.
The audit found the majoriwhileareas outside the city
ty of people served by proreceivednearly $1,000less for
grams receivingRyanWhite
each of 7ffJAIDSpatients. In
funds are blacks,Hispanicsand
Detroit,there was $3,296each
women, groups that are hardest
for 2,765AIDSpatients,comhit by the epidemicand that
pared to $2,170for 1,285
some studies have found
patients in the rest of Michigan, receivepoorer care.
the GAOreported.
The report noted that rural
Dr. Claude Earl Fox,head of areas offer limited medicaland
the Health Resourcesand
socialservicesand some rural
ServicesAdministration,which residentsmay be travelingto
administersRyanWhite grants, urban areas to get treatments.
said the agencyadopted new
AIDScasesare fallingacross
formulaspassed by Congressin the country, includingin rural
1996that attempted to correct areas, thanks to prevention
the city-statedollar disparities. effortsand drug treatments.
The agencyalso asked
But studies show that rural
Congressfor money to study
AIDScasesrepresent a bigger
the problem further.
sliceof total casesand in some
Named for the Indiana boy
areas.AIDSis on the rise.
RuralAIDScasesrepresentwhose battle with AIDSattracted national attention, the Ryan ed 7.2percent of all cases in
White program provides
1997,up from 5.4 percent in
money for health clinicstreat1993,accordingto the Centers
ing low-incomeAIDSpatients,
for DiseaseControl and
training for those caring for
Prevention.

AIDS
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SAVE$$$ BUILD YOUR OWN SHEDS & BARNS

PLEASE NOTE
Classif;edadvertising
deadlinesareoneworking
day prior1o1heday publicationis desiredat 10
a,m.Cost per submissionis 1Ocentsper word
$1 minimum. Reduced rates for quantity
insertionsare available.Commercial
ratesvary,
dependingon frequency. VISA, MasterCard
and Aggie Express are also accepted for
payment. Use 797-335910 placephoneads.
Advertisersshouldcarefullyread the classified
ad form, TSC 319. The Utah Statesman
reservesthe right10refuseany ad, display,or
classified. The UtahStatesman disclaimsall
liabilityfor any damagesufferedas a resultof
any advertisementin this newspaper. The
Statesmanhas authority10edttand localeany
classified advertisement as
deemed
appropria1e.
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$1500weeklypo1ential
mailingourcirculars.
Forinfocall203-977-1720
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"Wholesale Prices Direct
to the Public"
Quality Wholesale Homes

1-888•720-0060toll free
"Your Community

BE FLEXIBLE
•. . SAVESSS
Europe$239(o/w+ taxes)
CHEAPFARESWORLDWIDE!!
Hawaii$129(o/w)
Mexico/Caribbean$209(r/t + laxes)
Call:800-834-9192
www.4cheapair.com

SUMMER JOBS
Camp Staff positionsavail. At girl Scoutsummer campsin NorthernAZ.CampCounselors,
ProgramSpecialists,Riding Counselors.June
1- Aug.8 EOE. Callfor application1-800-35226133or seeWeb,acpgsc.org

EurorailPassExperts
www.raildeals.com
Gettonsof FREEstuff2500discountoffers,railmap&
timetable,Freenight@The PinkPalaceand
more
1·888-RAILPASS
or ralldeals.com

FOR SALE
$6000per monthprocessinggovt.mortgagerefundsfrom home No expenencenecessary1888-649-3435
ext. 104

A.d\l~nl.semt!nl

Homeowners with money worries
may qualify for low-interest loans
LOANS: Direct lender loosens its requirements for homeowners who need money
now.
Have you beea turned down for a loan?
Do you need more than$ l0.000 for a.ny reason? Are you paymg more than I 0% inter est on any other loans or credit cards?
If you are a homeowner and answered
'yes' to any of these questions, they can tell
you over the phoneand withoul obligation if
you qualify.
High credit card debt? Less-than-perfect

rur station.We can take care of all your scuba
leather,loaded5.9L VS,like new $23,999752needs.Sales,rentals,and instructions.
Classes
3389DL 4368
are year round,you can be certifiedin jus1two
weekends! Group rates available.For more
1996 Dodge Ram SLT Sport Extendedcab, info.call 752-1793.
loaded6 disk CD, newwheelsand tires, must
see$19,999080 (John}752-3389
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Home Center"
1760 S. Hilton Dr.
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Applicationsbeingacceptedfor summer/school
THETHING!Saturdays
year2000. Closeto campus,privatebdrm.mgr. D~NCINGSWINGS
at Brooklane,645East900North#1,752-4824. Elne Hall, Hyrum,Lltah.Directions:straight
southon Logan'sMainstree1pastMacey'sto
HyrumMcDonalds.tum right at light eight
blockswest. Don't miss rt! Info. Call 753Closeto campusshareapartmentwtth 3 other 3044.
singlemales,4 quiet priva1erooms,kttchen&
tile bath,NS, ND,no girls.Off streetparkingbi·
cycleshed,$175/mo.cleaning,security,& utility deposit.Inquireanytimebefore4:30 pm,756
North600East.

-----:--------_J

GREATBARGAIN!$395summer.$1995next!
schoolyear. Privatebedroom- mgr. at Forest
GateWest,460North400East#40,752-1642.

ValleyView
APartments

Now accepting rent for
Summer and Fall ZOOO

Call

787-2100

1-888-UTAH-Mlll

(1-888-882-4645)

-.-CAREER NEWS
.._ http://www.usu.edu/career
lnternsh!PS with the
Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
in Utah

Storageunrts6X12.and 12X24fencedwllocked
gate,goodrates. J&KStorage753-0653

Archeology
Law Enforcement
Natural Resources
Physical Science
Rangeland Management
Recreation Planner
Wildlife Biology

STUDIOAPT.for rent.1 person.NS,NP.
752-8662

For futher information on how
to apply for these positions,
come to Career Services.

SIDING,
DECKING,
RAIUHG
&POST
SATTERWHITE LOG HOMES

• 62 years young
• Occupy the home
• Home free & clear
• No mouthly payment

rositions are available in:

Pri.& sharedrooms,low ra1es,summer& next
schoolyr. LoganStudentRentals.753-8683

SPRUCE!
PER FOOT!

Pay off mortgage/debt
Hire in-home health care
Update your home
Buy a car

For eomplete information
without obligation
Call your Utah Reverse Mortgage Speeialist
.
·a1 Phil ltlarquls
801-796-7426
F 10anc1
Freedom
toll-free
888-227-9604

Maleroommate
neededforprivateroomat Oak•
ridge. CheapRent!Includesutilities.CallJanna
713-6313
.

FREE

Call 1-800-700-1242, ext. 344

1998 DodgeDurangoSLT. Top of the line, Blue WaterScuba of Logan, Logan's official

Lookingfor a placeto live?
www.housing101.ne1...
Yourmoveoff campus!

TOll

~it? _Self-employed? Late house payments?
Fmanc,al problems?Medical bills? IRS liens?
It dotsn't matttr!
. If you ar,ea homeowner with sufficient eqllllY~.there s an excellent chance you will
quahfy for a loan---..,ually within 24 hours.
You can find out over the phone-and free
of charge--i f you qua ti fy. Stone Castle Home
Loans is licensed by the Utah Department of
Commerce. Open 7 days.

INSTRUCTION

CARS & TRUCKS

Great studentapartmentrates! Schoolyear/
summercontractsavailable. Call for specials
753-8128.

UTAH
ENGELMANN
STARTING
AT 30¢

• www.simn.com

LOOKINGFOR A GREATHONEYMOON
OR
VACATIONFOR TWO?7 day 6 night Florida
vacationand Bahamascruiseplus2 free round
trip airlineticketsONLYS575!Call79204997or
emailSLD6M@cc.usu.edu

2-5 years of schoolleft? Spend$10-25,000
ren1ingor buy our 2 bedroommobilehomefor
$9,500. pad fee + utII.only $245 per ironth,
washer,dryer,shedandmorelCall797-6875

FOR RENT

FEATURING
"SuperiorQuality YouExpect in a Home."

SINGLES from $16,995
DOUBLES from $29,995

TRAVEL

Workpart-timeto earnfull-timeincome.This is
a new opportunttyand concepton a product
that has been successfullymarkedthroughout
the countrysince1953. Thisis nota MU.A
company.CallToddat 888-523-3557

1996 Ford ExplorerXLT Loaded,Sunroof,6
disc CD, average retail $19,400, must sell
$15,999752-3389DL4368
\!USTSELL!8 dayFloridatrip,CHEAP!Books,
oddlertoys,fabric, crafts/sewing
items, GREAT
STUFF!Call753-2595

$44,995
-.,-

800.72.SKUNK

ANNOUNCE

el

ASISU
-

■ 1•11

DICHSimon
TRUCHlnG
DRIUER
SCHOOL

JEWELRY

ASUSU 2000

ftssecl ■ te4

"Hi Rib" Steel Panels

WhyrentwhenyoucanownYorkshireVillage
Townhomes,2 & 3 bedroomhomes,1 & 2 car
garage, first time buyers program available.
Modelhomeat 1800North300 West,Logan,or
call 755-6699.www.yorkshirevillage.com

DEVELOPING
UtahState
~"o,,
UNIVERSITY
•~
BOOKSTORE M~

Career Services, Ground Level,
University Inn. 797-7777

IckRICH

a

Friday,March24
e International Tea party,
March 24, 3:30 p.m.,TSC
third floor
eFridaynight free dinner
&.movie, "Farand Away",
beginning 6:30 p.m.
evittles and Fiddlersor

RealMen Cooking for the
Whittier Community
Center, 5 to 8:30p.m., $10
per person. TicketsUSU
ticket office,Accentsand
Possessions.

Saturday,March25

turing some of Utah's best
educators,Ticketprices
and info. contact 755-

esuper Saturday Service
Project,9 a.m., Institute,
LDSMAActivity.
-Fashion show Sunburst
lounge 11:30a.m.
e"HealthyGenerations",a

0498.
eToe Cache ValleyCivic

Monday,March27
• Help StressTest the
QUADStudent
Information System,8 to
9:45 a.m.,WIN PRIZES!
esummer Semester
Open registration begins
•·women Over 65

■ MORE COMICS INSIDE!

DilbertscoTT ADAMS
1:::===========::::---,
E
0

I KNOW EVERY
TRAGEDY THAT
WILL HAPPEN IN
YOUR FUTURE.

Balletpresents
"Cinderella"at the Ellen
EcclesTheatre.

medicalconference,fea-

■ MORE COMICS INSIDE!

MOYER
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AchievementAward"ceremony, 7 p.m. TSC
Ballroom.
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AG-gravationN1cK

■ SLF8T CC.USU.EDU

PERK1Ns

F. Y.I.

PhysicalScience,RangelandManagement.Recreation
Planner,and WildlifeBiology.Contact Career services797-7777.
• Pleasebe our guest at a .Reception
Welcoming:
B.ByronPrice- ExecutiveDirectorof the Buffalo
• "March
Madness"
RetreatMarch24 5 p.m. to March 25
BillHistoricalCenter in Cody.WYand Robert
noon. ALAleader.;hiptrainingretreat is for everyone.Cost
Thacker- Editorof AmericanReviewof Canadian
55 sign up in servicecenter or aggieleadership@yahoo.com Studies& ExecutiveSecretaryof the Western
LiteratureAssociation.March 28, 4:30p.m.,Caine
• Dr. Donald Bloswick.USUMechanicalEngineeringDept
willpresent an overviewof ergonomics,March25, 10 a.m. to House at 691 E. 500 North. Alsojoin us for a presentation ·western Art Museums·by B. ByronPrice
2 pm. TSCRoom 221. 54 for lunch and handouts. Contact
Kent Muhlesteinslmp5Gl,lcc.usu
edu.
March29 12:30-1:30pm Nora EcclesHarrison
•SuperSaturday
ServiceProject.March25. 9 a.m..Institute. Museumof Art, 650 North 1100F.ast,Logan,UT
illSMA Activity.Freechild care willbe providedand free
Info.Mountain WestCenter for RegionalStudies
continentalbreakfastwill be served Wear your work dothes 797-3630.
to make wooden toys for needy childrenand childrenin
• PeerAsmtantto assistwith general academic
hospitals.and helping the elderlyin the community.
advising;work with advisors. Must have completed1
•The FamilyLifeCenter Freeworkshopon how to buy a
year at USU;be able to maintain confidentiality,
home.March25, 9 a.m. to 2:30p.m. Preregistrationis
minimum 3.3 GPA.Good interpersonalskills.$525
required.753-5696
stipend per semester. Pickup applicationin TSC
• WAU March31 5 pm. TicketsavailableNOW in USU
Room304, DeadlineMarch31.
TJCketoffice.Luau DressRehearsalSaturdayGl,l
Weber.9 am.
•JoinSTICKS!Volunteer1 to 2 hours a week to
MANDATORY.
Next week is PolynesianWeek Come join
tutor in schoolsthroughout the valley.For more
the activitieson the TSCPatioeverydayat 12:30.
information.and sign up, stop by the servicecenter.
• val R.ChristensenServiceCenter is nowacx:epting
leader- •Mark your calender for the O.C.Tanner
shipapplicationsfor the 200)-01 schoolyear.This is a great Symposium
April 13 through 15.The topicof this
way to get involved.Pickup you applicationin TSC Room
years symposiumis: "Body,Mind and SpiritCulture
327 Deadline April6.
Health in America"Registerfor this free symposium
•The Bureauof Land Managementhas in~
availby April 1 on-line www.hass.edu.tanner
or call 797ablein Archeology,I.aw Enforcement,Natural Resources,
9801 for info.

Purgatory

U.NAsAN

■ SLW3Q CC.USU.EDU
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Tax Tinte Computer Sale
m
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PENTIUM
II 433c
Family& Student
ComputerSystem

IO GB Hard Drive!

14" SVGA Monitor!

15" SVGA Monitor!
SOXCD ROM Drive!
16 Bit Stereo Sound!
l40Watt Speakers!
Mouse & Mouse Pad!
Surge Protector!

I

Windows 98 CD!
Word Perfect Office!
50+CD Programs!

....

20 GB Hard Drive!

128MBRAM!
32 MB jD AGP Video!
17., SVGA Monitor!
50X CD ROM Drivel
56Kb V,90 Fax Modem!
SB 128 Bit Stereo Sound!
380W Speakers w/ Sub!
Mouse & Mouse Pad!
Surge Protector!
Windows 98 CD!
Word Perfect Office 2000!
50+ CD Programs!

1Ea:1ml!!!i!!EJt~1111a1B1mmlE!l!E!Elm1B111Em
m

COMPUTER
UPGRADE SPECIAL

AddA

Printer!

Complete Upgrade
Includes:

DVD!
I

Pay$0 Down!

Pentium II 400c CPU
New BX Motherboard
32MB DIMM RAM

HoPayments!
NoInterest!
UntilMarch20001

16 Bit Sound
56K Modem
Installation

l)(Dti,e&Olr:xxieresd

$20 Rebate Specials

I

Upgrade
Your486or Pentiumto a
PentiumII 400CMultimediaSystem!

\JppfeTo

2 YrParts& Labor
Warranty!
FreeDelivery
& Setup!
2 MonthsInternet rvlcel

'

S6Kb V.90 Fax Modem!

~mG1.i!E::Jl!f1a&E.Jme;;am1CS5~m,s!!!i5liaGE!:i!ll

Sy temsInclude:

I ,I
I
I
.I

64MBRAM!
16 MB 3D AGP Video!

SOXCD ROM Drive!
S6Kb V.90 Fn Modem!
16 Bit Stereo Sound!
240Watt Speal:.ers!
Mousci & Mouse P d!
Surge Protector!
Windows 95 CD!
Word Perfect Office!
50+ CD Program !

..

- ra

PENTIUM
Ill 550
MEGAPOWER
ComputerSystem

PENTIUM
II 500c
SuperPower
ComputerSystem

6.4 GB Hard Drive!
32MBRAM!
8 MB AGP Vid o!

~

Rtgular MallIn

I 6.4GBHardDrive

87 East,1400North

755-5877

$129 -$20

10.8GBHardDrive $159 -$20

I SOXCDROM

I

56KInt.FaxModem
I Scanner
• 600DPI
I 17"Monitor.27DP

$69

-$20

$59

-$20

$139

-$20

$259

-$20

YourFinal
Costl

$109
$139

$49
$39
$119
$239

Mail-InRebateCertificatesAvailableAt Store

m

Pinecrest
SboDDlna
Center
(Norlh
OfMall)

Price Rebat

FREE T-SHIRT!
With $100 Purcbue +

FREE
COFFEE
MUGt
Wltb..:3SPurohue+

m
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